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Courses of Instruction
Regis College maintains standard programs of
collegiate instruction leading t o bachelor degrees.
Regis College conducts courses required for entrance to the professional schools of medicine,
dentistry, and law.
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CALENDAR
1940
September 12·14 ................... Freshman Week (see page 27) .
September 14......................... Freshman Registration, 9:00 A . M .·
12:00 M.
September 16......................... Registration for Upperdassmen,
9:00 A. M.·-4:00 P. M.
September 17......................... Classes Begin.
September 20......................... Examinations for Rem oval of Conditions.
September 27......................... Solemn High Mass in H onor of the H oly
Ghost.
September 28......................... Last Day for Delayed Registration.
October

10......................... Oratorical Contest Announced.

October

2 L ....................... Subject of Intercollegiate English Contest
Announced.

November

1... ..................... All Saints' Day. H oliday.

November 1 L ...................... Solemn Mass for Deceased Faculty, Alum•
ni, and Friends.
November 18......................... Forstall Contest Announced.
November 27 ...................... Thanksgiving Recess Begins at 5:00 P. M .
December

2 ....................... Classes Resumed at 9:1 5 A. M .

December

5.. ....................... Oratorical Contest.

December

6........................ lntercollegiate English Essay Contest Pa·
pers Submitted.

December

8 ........................ Feast of the Immaculate Conception.

December 1 5.. ....................... Outlines of Theses Submitted.
December 18......................... Christmas Recess Begins at 5:00 P. M .

(

CALENDAR
19 4 1
January

6

January

8

January

20

January 27·30
January

30

January

31

.................... Classes Resumed, 9:15 A. M.
................. Subject of Campion, Monaghan, Sullivan,
and O'Dwyer Contests Announced .
. ................. Fiut Semester Examinations Begin.
............. Annual Retreat (Closing Thursday Morn•
in g) .
................... Registration for Second Semester.
...................... Second Semester Classes Begin.

February 14

.................. Examinations for Removal of Conditions.

February 22

................ Washington's Birthday.

February 24

............... Crean Contest Announced.

March

6

March

10

Papers for Monaghan Contest Submitted.

March

12

............... Solemn High Mass in Honor of St. lg·
natius.

March

21

April

9

April

15

April

23

May

2

................. Elocution Contest.

.................... Papers for O'Dwyer Contest Submitted.
.............. Easter Recess Begins at 5:00 P. M.
................. Classes Resumed at 9:15 A. M.
Senior Theses Submitted.
.... Intercollegiate Latin Contest.
..... Papers for Campion and Crean Contests
Submitted.

May

13

President's Day. Solemn High Mass.

May

14

Forstall and Biology Contests Closed.

May

22

Ascension Thursday. No Classes.

May

23

Solemn High Mass in honor of St. Aloy•
sius.

May

26

Second Semester Examinations Begin.

May

30

June
June

.......... Memorial Day. No Classes.

.................. Baccalaureate Service.

2

................. Commencement Day.

-~ -

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
REV. ROBERT M . ICI!LLI!Y, S.J,
REV. JOHN J, FLANAGAN, S.J,
REV. BERNARD KARST, S.J.
REV. FRANCIS X. HOI!FKI!NS, S.J .
l{}!V. WILLIAM F. PARRY, S.J.

•

I

I
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
REV. ROBERT M . KELLEY, S.J ........... .............- ........................... - ................ Pruidcnt
REV. JOHN]. FLANAGAN, S.J .......................................................... Dean, Reeistrar
REV. FRANCIS X. HOI!FKENS, S.J..................................... _.. ......... ...........Treuw-er
REV. WILLIAM F. PARRY, S.J, ...... -----...... ...... Supt. of Buildines and Grounds
REV. EDWARD A. CONWAY, S.J .- ............................_ ..............Student Counselor
REV. EMMANUEL T . SANDOVAL, S.J .....................- ..........____ , _____.Librarian
REV. ARMAND W. FORSTALL, S.J ............... Director of Seismic Observatory
REV. LEO P . BURNS, S.J .................... .................................Director, Carroll H all
ARTHUR II.. BARTH, S.J.... -----..................... - ............- ...1\.atistant in D~cipline
W. L. ROSSNER, S.] .... ........... -- ....- ...................................1\.&oiseant in Discipline
LI NUS J. THRO, S.] ................ ... . .. --- ............... ---· ............ 1\.atiatant in Disciplone
REV. ANDREW S. DIMICHINO, S.J . ...... .Director of Choral Club and Orcbesrra
MRS. GEORGI! LEARNED ................................................................A.siseant Librarian
G EORGE LEARNED .............................................................................................Buraar
REILLY, M .D.
'
Ph y81c1an•
· ·
JOSEPH J,
ERNEST
ZARLENGO,
M .D. } ... ...... .......................................... .Attendme

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
The Pruident of the Colleee is EX OFFICIO a member of all Committeu.
ADMISSION AND DEGREES: Dean, Chairman ; Rev. L. Cusacl:, S.J .. Rev. C.
Blleery, S.J., Rev. J. G1bbons, S.J., Dr. D . J, Pllaum.
CURRlCULUM: Dean, Chairman; Rev. L. Cusacl:, S.J .. Rev. W. Doyle, S.J., Rev.
P. Mahoney, S.J., Rev. J. Ryan, S.J., Rev. L. Burns, S.J., Secreeary.
LIBRARY: Librarian, Chairman; Rev. W. Doyle, S.J., Rev. J. Gibbons, S.J . , M r.
W. Rosaner, S.J .
STUDENT WELFARE: Rev. E. A. Conwol', Chairman; Rev. L. Burns, S.J .• Mr. L.
Thro, S.J., Rev. E. Trame, S.J.• Mr. F. H annauer, Mr. R. MacKenzie.
SCHOOL DISCIPLI NE: Dean, Chairman; Rev. L. Burns, S.J. • Rev. J, Gibbon~,
S.J. , Rev. H. Hecl:en, S.J,

•

LAY COUNCIL

MR. JOHN J, SULLIVAN. --·--..-·-··-··-···-····-·------·--··-·-·---Chairman of Council
MR. JOHN P. AICOLT

......-...-......_.,_..,_......-...- ....·--·-·--····-Lcpl Advlau

FINANCE COMMITTEE
MR. T. RAYMOND YOUNG_... _.., ______,......- ...- .........-..... -....- ...-....-.....CholrmlD
MR. JOSEPH P. DUNN, ]R.
MR. ALBERT E. SEEP
MR. FRANK TETTEMER

WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE
MR. JOSEPH J. CELLA. ...-·----·------·----·----·-· Churm ..
DR. MARTIN D. CURRIGAN
DR. LEONARD FREEMAN
MR. EDMUND L. MULLEN
DR. FREDERIC J. PRINZING
JUDGE JOSEPH J. WALSH

PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE
MR. THOMAS J. TYNAN.....__ , ,_..._ .........._... ,_.., _....._ .., _,_ .... ___ , __

__ChafrmlD

DR. AUGUSTIN!! S. CECCHINI
MR. JOSEPH A. CRAVEN
MR. RALPH P. TAYLOR

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS COMMITTEE
MIL FRANCIS J, KIRCHHOP. - - - - ·.. ---------..·----·---..Chalrm..
MR. BAYARD I . SWEENEY
DR. LEONARD SWIGERT
MR. ANTHONY ZARLENGO
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MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY

ROBERT M. JC.ELLEY, S.}.
PRESIDENT

MJ,.,,,

St. Louis Univeralty, 1903: A .M ., 1904, St.
Colleae. !Ca~UU,
LL.D . , 1924.
lnatructor In Oauics and Enallah: University of Dtuoit Hiab School, 19041908: Creighton University Hiah School, 1913·1914: Dean of the Colle&<
of Arts and Sciences of Crelabton Un•venuy, 1914·1920: President ol Rcaia
Colleae, 1920·1926: Aui~tant to Provincial of the Miuouri Province of the
Society of } .. us, 1926·1927: Pre11dent of Loyola Univeroity, Chieaao, 1927·
1933 : Auittant Dean of the Colle&• of A ru and Sciences, St. Lou10 Uni·
vecsity, 19l3· 19lS.
Preaident : Reel• Colleae. 19lS .

ARMAND W. FORSTALL, S.J.
HEAD OF THE SEISM OLOGICAL STATION
PROFESSOR OF ANALYTIC CHEMISTRY
A miena (Somme) Fnnce, 1872·1878, A .B., 1878: Unavermy of Oowi,
(Nonh) Funce, 1877: St. Stan11laua . Collcee. P•n•. Enaaneenn,, 1878·
1879: Tronchienn .. Semanary, Tronch~tnncs, BelaJUm, 188!1·18!1: Lattlc·
hampton, Enaland, Mathemnieal Reaearch, 1881-1882: Jeauit Seminary: Lou·
vain, Belaium, 1882· 18a5: Woodotoek Colleae. Woodatod, Marybnd, 1890·
1894, A.M., 1891: AnJera Scman.ry, Am;era (M.ine ct Loin), Frane<,
1894· 1895: Uruverllty of Demer, 19lS, Sc.D. (honoris uuu).
Mathematics: College of the Sacred Hean, Morrlaon, Colondo, 1885·1886:
M athematics, Pbyaics, Chemistry: Las Vecu, New Mexico. 1886·1888:
Regia Colleae. Denver, 18~8·1890. 1898·1899. Physics: Georgtovm Uni·
ve rsity, 1895·1896: Holy Crooa Colleae, Worceater, Muaachuaetu. 1899·
1900: Gtoraetown Umversity, 1900· 1902: Chem11try: Woodatod Collqe,
Maryland, 1902·1904: M.,bemotica, Chcm~<try, Pb,.ica. Rucarcb· R·~"
College, 1904·19l2.
Profeaaor of Analytic Chemtatry: Re ~rla Colleae, 19l2.

EMMANUEL T . SANDOVAL, S.}.
PROFESSOR OF SPANISH
St. Louis University, 1900· 190 1; St. Stanialau• Semina.ry. Flomunt. Mta•
•ouri. 1901·1903: !:i!. Lo11i• Univer~~ty, 1903· 1908, A B., 1907, A.M .. 1908:
Umvemty of Innabruck, lnnabruck, Tyrol, Auatria, 19ll·l917; Colorado
~~~~. Collcae. Summer Seuion, 1927; Crei&hton Univenlry, Summer S...ton,
Romance Lanauaaes: St. John's Colleae. Bel•~•. British Honduna, 1908·
1913. Reaearch in Romance Lanauagea: Davoo Plat&, Swiuerbnd, 1917·1919:
Boaota, Republic of Colombta, 1919·1921.
lnnr~ctor in S.Paniab. Reai• Colleae, 1924· 1927. """toot ProfCNor of
Sparu.b: RCilJI eon.,•. 1927·1935.
Profesoor of Spaniah: Reai• Colleae, 19H.

CONRAD BILGERY, S.}.
PROfESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
St. Stanislaus Seminary, T l111, Vorarlbera, Auatna, 1898·1900; Normal

S~ool, .Enten, Holland, 1900·1902· Campion Colleae. Praine du Chien.
~'t:!~nato, 1902·1905, A.B ., 1905: St. Lou11 Univemry, 1910·1914: A.M.,
Mathematico: John Carroll Untvuaity Cleveland OhJo 1905· 1909, 1920•
1924:St. John'a Colleae, Toledo, Oht;,, 1909·19l0.
•
Supenntcndent: Cre•abton Uruveraity, Om•ha, Ncbruka, 191 !·1920.
Ruearch Work: 1924· 1926.
Profeuor of M athematic• and Geoloay: Reah Colleae. 1926.
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jOSEPH A. RYAN, S.J.
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMICS
Re&i• College Denver Colorado. 1907·1909; St. St~n11I•U1 Semmary, Flom
,.nt MtNOU;i 1909.'1911· St. Lou11 Uni\'Cr&ity, 1911·1916, A.B .. 191f:
A.M., 1917, '1921·1925:' Marque.tte Univeraity, Summer S...fon, 1917;
Crei&hton Univer&ity, Summer SewotU, 1933, 19H, 19)5.
Dean: Regis College, 1916·19ll.
Instructor in Accounung: Regis Colle&•· 1933·19)6.
Auiat~nt Prof...or of Accounting and Economica: Reait College, 19l6•19l9
Auociate Profeaaor of Accounrine and l!conomica: Reg11 College, 19!9.

fLORENCE j . MAHONEY, S j .
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
Regit College 191 1·19\l; St. Louia Univeuity , 191S•I917, 1919· 1921,
A.B., 1920; A.M., 1921. 1924· 1928; John Carroll Unlvcnity, Summer
S...lon, 1920; Campion College, Summer S..siona, 1922, 19ll: Marquette
Univer&ity, Summer S...fon, 19l0; Univeuity of Colorado, 19ll· l9ll. Cand.
Ph.D.
Inatructor in Biology: Re~is Colleee. 1922·1924, 1929· 19!0.
Assistant Dean: Regia Colle~. 19JJ.I9JS.
Profeuor of Biology: Regia College, 19l0·19ll: 1933 .

WILLIAM B. PAUL, LL.B., C.P.A.
LECTURER ON ACCOUNTING
Booton Univerairy, 1919·1920: WeatmitUter law School , 1916•1929, ll.B,
1929, C.P.A. (Sute of Colorado). 1924.
lecturer on Accountina: Regia College, 19!0.

LA \VRENCE L. CUSACK, S.j.
PROPI!SSOR OP PHILOSOPHY
Creiabton Umvenity, 1912·191l: St. louio UniveraJty, 191J.I920, A B,
1919; A .M .. 1920, 192)•1927; Creiahton Univer&ity, Summer S...ion, 19)1:
Canon. Ph.D., Greeorian Univeraity, 19l I.
Principal: St. John'a H i~ School, Toledo, Ohio, 1928· 1929.
Principal: St. Mory'a Htgb School, St. Marr_a, Kan,.s, 1929·19)0.
Profeaaor of Pbilooophy and Religion: Regia College, 19l0·19l8.
Prof...or of Philooopby: Regio Colleee, 19!8.

HENRY P. HECKEN, S.].
PROFESSOR OP PH YSICS
Gaudonck Colleae. Germany, 189S·I897; Norn>al School , Enten. Holland,
1899·1901; Can1pion College, Prairie du Chien, Waconatn, 1901·1904,
A.B.. 1904, Research, 1906·1909; St. louis Univer&ity, Research, 1909·
191l, A.M., 1911; Marqueue Univeraity, Summer S...iona, 191), 1914.
Matbematica and Physico: Camr,ion, Prairie du Chien, Wiscon11n, 1904·
1909; ~ob Hi&h School, C eveland, Ohto, 191J.I917: Ignatius Hteb
School, Cleveland, Ohto, 1917· 1919; John Carroll Univm11y, 1919·1924
Aaaiatant Profeuor of Phyaica and Mathematica: John Carroll Untver&lly
1924•19)1. Profuaor of Physico and Matbematica: Regia College, 19ll.
'

ANDREW S. DIMlCHINO, S.j.
PROPI!SSOR OP LATIN
Vllla Mdecrinia Seminary, N aples, Italy, 1908·1910; St. Andrewa·on·Hucloon
Normal, Pouahkeepsie, Nrw York, 1910·1912; Woodstock College, Wood·
uock, Maryland, 1912•1911, A.B., 1914; St. louio Univemty, St. Louis
Miuouri, 1920· 1924, A.M ., 1921.
'
Latin and Spanioh: Regio College, 191S·I920· Span11h and Music: St. louio
Univer&ity, St. louia, Miaaouri , 1925·1927; inotructor in latin: Reaia Hiab
School, 19l0·19l2; Proluaor of Latin and Spaniah: Reaia Colle11e. 19l2·19lS .
Proleaaor of Latin: Reaia College, 1927·19!0; 19JS.
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PETER McCARTNEY, S.J.
PROFESSOR OP FRENCH
Bon Secours College. Channel hlandt, A.B., 1906; A.M., 1909.
lrutructor in En&lith: Mameffe Colleee. Lieee. Beleium 1909·1911; In•
atructor in Engliah and Prtnch: Aurora Uniwrsity, Shan&bai, China, 1911·
1916; Instructor in Prench: Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio, 1917·
1922; Profeuor of Prench: Xavier University, 1922·1931; Profeaor of
French: St. Mary'a Colleee. St. Marya, Kanua, 1931·1933.
Prof..,or of French: Reaia Colleee, 1933.

WILLIAM V . DOYLE, S.] .
PROFESSOR OP ENGLISH
St. Stanlslaue Seminary, Ftoriaaant, M issouri, 1908·1912; Woodttock Cot·
lege, Woodatodr, Maryland, 1913-1916, A.B., 191$, A.M., 1916; St. Louie
University, 1920·19H; Marquette University, 1933·1934.
English, Latin: Regis Hi&h School, 1912·1913, 1916·1920; Assiotant Pro•
feasor of Engliah: St. Louie University, 1925· 1930; Associate Profeuor of
English: St. Louie Uniwroity, 1930•1931.
Prof...or of Enalith: Reaio Collea:e: 1931·1933, 1934.

MRS. GEORGE LEARNED
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN
Mount Mercy Junior College, 1930•1932; The Colleae of St. Cotberine,
1932·1934, B.S. in L.S .. 1934.
Assittant Librarian: Rea:it Collea:e, 19H.

ELMER ]. TRAME, S.].
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR BIOLOGY
Xavier Univenity, 1916•191,8i St. Louie Univenity, 192~·1925, 1926·1928,
1929·1935, A.B., 1923; A.M., 19H; Ph.D., 193S, Assntant Profeaaor ol
Biology: Creighton University, 1925·1926· Irutructor in Biology: St. Louit
University, 1926·1928}· Graduate Fellow of St. Louie Univerl.ity: 19l2·19ll;
Prof.,.or of Biology: ohn Carroll Univeroity, 19H·I936.
Associate Professor of Bioloay: Reaie Collea:e, 1937.

ARTHUR A. BARTH, 5.].
INSTRUCTOR IN HISTORY
St. Louis Univenity, 1928·1937, A.B., 1934; A.M. , 1937.
Inatructor in Hiatory: Re&le Collea:e, 193 7.

WILLIAM L. ROSSNER, S.].
INSTRUCTOR IN LATIN AND ENGLISH
Rocllhurat Collea:e, 1927·1930; St. Louie University, 1930. 1937, A.B., 1931;
A .M., 1935.
Inatructor in Gr.U and Latin: Re&ie Collea:e. 1937·1939; lnatructor In
Latio and Ena:liab, 1939.

DANIEL ]. PFLAUM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OP CHEMISTRY
Cr<tighton Univeroity, 1927· 193 1, A.B., 1931 · Univeroity of Notre Dame,
1931· 1934, A . M., 193 2; Ph.D., 19H.
'
Prof...or of Chemistry: St. }oseph'e Colleae. 1934·1937.
Asalltant Prof~sor of Chemittry: Rea:ie Colleae, 1937·1939; Associate Profeaaor of Chemlltry, 1939.
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FREDERICK HANNAUER
INSTRUCTOR IN GERMAN
Univcnity of Dayton, 1916· 1920, B.S., 1920; M2ryhur~t No!""al~ Summer
Swiolll, 1926, 1927, 19l0, 19ll, 1912, 19ll. St. Loui• Uruvu11ty, 1934·
19l6, Summer Seuion, 19l8.
l!naliah and M.themauu: Xavier High School, Dyenville, low~ , 192?·19~6;
Cbaminade Hi&h School, Clayton, Mo., 1926·1927; St. Mary • !Jruvefllty
Ht&h Sehool, San Antonio, Teua, 1927·1929; Gum•n and .l!conomt"!: Spa!d·
Ina l111titute, Peoria, Ill., 1929•19ll; Germon ond l!conomau; McBnde Ha&h
School, St. Loui•, Mo., 19lH9l7.
lnttructor in German: Re11i• College, 19l7.

WILLIAM F. ROBISON, S.J.
PROPI!SSOR OF PHILOSOPHY AND RI!LIGION
St. Louil Univenity, A .B.. 1892; A.M., 1894; Ph.D., 1918.
0111ical l>n11Ua11et: St. Ignatius College, 1894·1896; 1903•1906; Univenlty
of Detroit, 1896·1899; 1906-1909. l!thlu and N atural Law: St. loui1 Unl•
vusity, 1909·1912; Ruearch: 1912·1914; Fundamental Theology: St. Louia
Univertity, 1914· 1919; Prt~ident of St. Louia Univenity, 1920·1925; Lee·
turer: 191!·19l7.
Profwor of Phil01ophy and Religion: Regia College, 19l8.

DAVID F. KELLEY
ATHLI!TIC COACH AND DIRI!CTOR OP PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Auiltant Coach: Reai• Collqe, 19l7. Athletic Coach: Re&i• College, 1938.

LEO P. BURNS, S.J.
INSTRUCTOR IN LATIN
St. M.ry'• College, Winona, 1922· 1924; St. Louia Univertity, 1925·19l0,
1933·19l7, A.B., 1928; A.M., 1930; S.T.L., 1937.
Latin and l!naliah: St. Jobn'a College, Beli~e. British H onduraa 1930·1933.
lllltrUctor in Latin: Regil Colle&e. 1938.
•

EDWARD A. CONWAY, S.J.
INSTRUCTOR IN RI!LIGION
Holy Cr011 Collect, 1920·1924, A .B., 1924; Univenity of Wiacontin School
of Law, 1924·1925; St. Louia Univertity, 1926·1928, 193H9l7, A .M.,
:;~~: S.T.L., 19l7; Gre&orian Univertity, Rome, 1928• 1930, Canon. Ph.D.,

Hiato,'J• l!n&liah, Speech: Campion Hi&h School, 1930· 19ll; 1nttructor In
Relil)on, Marquette Univertity, Summer S...ion 1937
lnttructor in lWi&fon: ReKft Colleee, 1938.
'
·

LINUS J. THRO, S.J.
INSTRUCTOR IN PRI!NCH AND GRI!I!IC
St. !-o"il Univeraity, 19l0· 19H, A .B., 1935; College de L'lmmaculee·Con·
ceApMtaon, 1935· 1938, Ph. Lit., 1938; Univenity of Montreal, 1936·1938,
. .• 1938.
lnttructor In French and Greek: Regia Colle&e, 1938.
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JOHN J. FLANAGAN, S.].
DEAN AND REGISTRAR
Creiibton Univcnaty, 1920· 1926, A.B. 1924, LL.B., 1926; St Louu Uru·
venity, 1926·19)1; A.M., 1929; St . Marya Colltll<, 1933·1937; Aaailunt
'Dean, St. Lou., Un1vcnaty, 1938·1939
Dean and Rcginrar: Regia Collelle. 1939.

JOHN J. GIBBONS, S.J.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Regio Colle&e, 1915·1917; St Louio Un!veroi<r,
oity, 1921·1924; A.B., 1923, A.M , 1924; St .
St. Louio Univeroity, 1927· 1931; Regia Colleae,
trar, Rocl:hurot Colleae, 1933· 1939.
A11iotant Proleuor of Pblloaoph1: Reaia Colleae.

1919·1921; Conuaa Un.ver·
Mary'o College, 1924·1927:
1931 · 19l2; Dean and Rcaio•
1939

ROBERT C. MacKENZIE
LECTURER IN POLITICAL SCII!NCE
San Francisco Univeraity, 193 1·1936; A 8 1936. ln.uructor 1n l!naliob and
Civico, V1llanova Prep, 1936·1937; Aos11uont Coach S.n Fnnruco Uruvtmr,,
1937·1938.

Instructor tn Political Sc1ence and Coach Reai• Colleae, 1940.

BEQUESTS
TO
REGIS COLLEGE
The continuing and increasing aervice rendered by the
College is made possible by gifts and bequests of alumni and
other friends.
Gifts to the College may take the form of funds for the
establishment of scholarships or professorships; of medals and
prize foundations; of additions to the material equipment; of
contributions to the general endowment fund, or may be un•
designated. Those desiring to make a bequest to Regis College
in their wills may be helped by the following suggested form :

LEGAL FORM FOR BEQUEST
give (devise) and bequeath to Regis College, an iostitu•
tton incorporated under the laws of the State of Colorado, and
dollan
located at Denver, Colorado, the sum of
(or otherwise describe the gift) for its general corporate purpose
(or name a particular corporate purpose) .
- 12-
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GENERAL INFORMATION
HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE
Regis College is conducted under the auspices of the me.mben
of the Jesuit Order. Its foundation was laid as far back as the p1on~er
days of 1877. The College was authori~ed to confer degrees by Secbon
I of an Act of March 28, 1889. (Session Laws of 1889, p. 121.)
The College was incorporated on November 27, 1893. On April 19,
1921, the Articles of Incorporation were amended so as to change the
name from "College of the Sacred Heart" to " Regis College."
LOCATION IN DENVER
Regis College is situated in the northwestern section of Denver,
the College campus forming a part of the northern city limits. The
campus is located between Lowell and Federal Boulevards on the west
and east, and between 50th and S2nd Avenues on the south and north,
comprising more than eighteen city blocks. The general level of the
campus is higher than the surrounding property and thus commands
a view of the fertile Clear Creek valley and the majestic range of
mountains which encircle Denver on the west and give it distinction
as the citv of mountain and plain. The climate of Colorado is justly
famous. Each year, students attend Regis who were unable to carry
on their school work elsewhere on account of m health ; but who here
successfully carry their studies while making a permanent gain in
health. The College is served by two automobile arteries and b y street
car No. 44.

STATEMENT OF OBJEcnYES
ULTIMATE OBJEcnYE
. As a Jesuit Liberal Arts College, Regis College bas the sam e
pnmary purpose as the Catholic educational system taken in its en•
tirety. This is best expressed in the words of Pope Pius XI: "The
proper and immediate end of Christian education is to cooperate with
divine grace in forming the true and perfect Christian, that is, to form
Chri•t himself in those regenerated by baptism . . . The true Christian,
product of Christian education, is the supernatural man who thinks,
Judges and acts constantly and consistently in accordance with right
reason •. illu.mined by the supernatural light of the example and teach ing
of Chrut; an other words, to use the current term, the true and finished
man of character."

lMMEDIATB OBJECTIVES
It is i~ terms. of this end that the Jesuit College of Liberal Arts
C?ncetves Its speoal function in contemporary American life. Ob·
~~usly! tb~n, it will not neglect the field of religion. Instruction in
~thohc fatth and morals will always be a part of its task. But it is
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not the whole. The Jesuit college by its traditions can never be content
with simply presenting Catholicism as a creed, a code or cult. It muat
strive to communicate the riches of Catholicism as a culture, thus
giving the modern man a coign of vantage whence to view with under•
standing not merely the facts in the natural order, but those in the
supernatural order also, those facts which give meaning and coherence
to the whole life.
Jesuit education regards the college of liberal arts as the heart of
its system. It is through the instrumentality of such colleges that
Catholic leaders will be formed, men and women who have been
trained spiritually and intellectually in the Catholic sense, who have
intelligent and appreciative contact with Catholicism as a culture, who
th rough their general education in the college of arts have so devel·
oped their powers of mind and heart and will that they can take an
active part in the service of Church and society.
The Jesuit college, in its teaching, aims at reaching the whole
man, his intellect, his will, his emotions, his senses, his imagination,
his aesthetic sensibilities, his memory, and his powers of expression.
It seeks to lift up man's whole being to that broad, spiritual outlook
on life whereby he not only understands and appreciates the fact that
our entire social heritage is bound up with the Truth, Goodness and
Beauty of God as seen in Revelation, Nature, Art, and Language, but
is likewise willing and ready to become identified with those activities,
individual as well as collective, that make for the sanctification of the
individual and the betterment of society.
The Jesuit college strives to provide a broad foundation in gen·
era! education, upon which advanced study in a special field may be
built.
In addition to these objectives held in common with all Jesuit
colleges, Regis College aims by proper direction in the choice of
elective studies to prepare her graduates for successful work in pro·
fessional schools and in business.

PHYSICAL TRAINING
Although the physical well•being and trammg of the students is
of secondary importance in educational systems, inasmuch as it mu~t
be subordinated to mental and moral development, the College authon·
ties have never overlooked its relative place and value.

MEMBERSHIP IN EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
Regis College holds membership in the Jesuit Educational As~cia•
tion, the National Catholic Educational Association, and the Amencan
Association of Collegiate Registrars.

BUILDINGS
The college buildings are located on a shaded campus of nine~·
five acres; The Administration Building; The Gymnasium; The Regu
College Stadium; Carroll Hall, a residence ball in which eigh~·two
single, well ventilated, steam heated, electric lighted rooms are ava1l~ble
for college students. Each room is furnished with bed and beddmg,
a study table and bookrack, chair, built·in closet, hot and cold water.
-14-
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UBRARY
The College Library, located in the Administration Build~~· con•
wns approximately 46,WO volumes, and offers aJ:?Pie facilities for
atudy. It is open on class days from 8:30 A. M. until 4:30 P. M, and
on Saturday from 8:30 A. M. until 12 noon.
By arrangement with the. Denver Pub~~ Library b~o~s may . be
borrowed for an indefinite penod. The facihtJes of the B1bliograph1cal
~nter For Research are also available.
lABORATORIES
The Biolog{ Laboratories are located in Carroll J:I~II. T~e Ch~m·
ical and Physica Laboratories are located in the Adm1mstrat10n Bu!ld·
ing. Necessary apparatus and supplies for undergraduate work are
supplied.

SEISMIC OBSERVATORY
The Seismic Observatory was established in 1909. The instru•
ment room is located in the Administration Building.
The Jesuit Seismological Association has sixteen stations in the
United States. AU the stations depend on the Central Station, located
at St Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri. They exchange reports with
practically all the stations of the world engaged in seismological re•
search. Through the courtesy of "Science Service," Washington, D . C .,
the atations exchange telegrams immediately after large quakes have
been registered, in order to locate their epicenters as early as possible.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

. !he College provide& for and encourages a variety of student
actavabes and organitations in so far as they promote wholesome enter•
tamment an~. experience as well as the objectives of the College. All
'ltud.ent. actvataes are under the supervision of the faculty. Student or•
gan~t.atJons must secure the approval of the Student Counselor for all
meetmgs and programs.

EUGmiUTY RUI..BS
Students. taking part in public collegiate performances or con•
tests, academ.tc ~r athletic, and those appointed to the staffs of the
College pubhcatJons,. as w~l as all officers of student organiz.ations, are
subject to the followmg ehgibility rules:
I-They must be enrolled in at least twelve semester hours work;
2-They must have passed at least 60o/o of the normal student
load during the last semester in residence;
3-They must not be under official censure of any kind.
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SODALITY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY
The Sodality aims to develop a spirit of Catholic leadership among
its members in keeping with the whole spirit of lay leadership in the
Church today. Its prime purpose i~ ~elf development and a deep per•
sonal loyalty to Christ and His Virgin Mother. This development is
expected to express itself in Catholic activitie~. both inteUectual and
apostolic.

THE STUDENT COUNCIL
The Student Council is composed of students in all the classea
and or ganizations of Regis College. It aims to strengthen the union be·
tween the students of the various classes and organizations; to facilitate
the establishment of new college activities; to stimulate interest in such
activities by allowing them to be planned and directed by the students;
to faci litate the exchange of ideas between the students and the faculty;
finally, it cultivates responsibility and initiative.

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
The students of the CoUege, under faculty supervision, issue two
publications: a newspaper, The Brown and Gold, published twice
monthly; and a year·book, The Ranger. Editors•in·chief are named by
the faculty moderator; they and their assistants are chosen on the basis
of merit and interest in such work.

FORENSICS
T he debating squad is open to students whose interests and abili·
ties are such as to merit this privilege. Intercollegiate debates are ar•
ranged with institutions in the Rocky Mountain region; intra·squad
debates h ave been held before organizations and societies.

DRAMATICS
Ample opportunity for expression is provided for those who dis·
play interest and talent in dramatics. Plays are enacted publicly and
privately.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
An organization stimulating interest in world affairs, particularly

~s t~ey affect the individual, this club has accomplished much in gui~·

mg Its me'!lbers to a clearer perspective of both current and past h1s•
tory. Meetings are h eld monthly, and the programs include lectures,
papers, and book reviews followed by discussion. During the past year
mem~ers attended the Rocky Mountain Conference of I nternational
Re!atJons Clubs held at Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Colorado.
It IS open to all students.
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nm CLASSICAL CLUB
The CJassical Club was organized in 1938·39 in order to study and
discuss informally the culture of ancient G~eece and ~om.e. Member•
ship is open to those who are interested m developmg mterest and
fostering scholarship in the classical languages.

1HB CHORAL CLUB-ORQ-IBSTRA
Memberships in these clubs is open to all of the students whose
abilities and interests merit their inclusion.

1HB CHEMISTRY CLUB
This organization is composed of students who manifest a special
interest in Chemistry. Meetings are held monthly under the direction
of instructors.

TiiE MACE AND MITRE
The objective of the Mace and Mitre is Catholic Action. Through
study of theory and practice the members are encouraged to become
Catholic leaders.

THE DELTA SIGMA
The Delta Sigma Commerce Club was founded and incorporated
under the laws of the State of Colorado by Professor Everett S. Bailey
in 1925. The purpose of the club is to promote interest in commercial
su~jects, and also, to foster a spirit of good fellowship and sportsman•
sh•p among its members. The membership is limited to commerce stu•
dents who have successfully completed one semester of accounting and
whose general scholastic standing is satisfactory.

THE LITERATURE CLUB
This club has for its purpose the fostering of a love of the right
type of intellectual enjoyment and the encouragement and training of
college men who are interested in writing. Meetings are held bi-monthly
at the homes of members.

CHAPEL EXERCISES
On Friday morning at 8:10 chapel exercises of a stridlly religious
character are held for all students in the College Chapel. All Catholic
students are required to attend.

Reside~t students have a choice of supervised study or Mass o n
every mornmg of class days other than Friday. On Sunday morninj~
they are required to attend Mass in the College Chapel.
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STIJDENT RETREAT
Each year, at the close of the first semester, the Spiritual Exer•
cises of St. Ignatius Loyola are given for the students. Attendance at
the Retreat is obligatory for Catholic students. Non•Catholic student.!
are invited to attend.

DISCIPLINE
The educational system employed by the College includes, as one
of its prominent features, the formation of character. For this reason,
the discipline, while considerate, and largely a matter of student morale,
is firm, especially when the good of the student body and the reputa•
tion of the institution are concerned. Matters of discipline are super•
vised by the Dean and the Committee on Discipline. In the interests
of the common weal, students who conduct themselves in a manner
contrary to the College standards of conduct will be dismissed.
Besides the professors and authorities of the College, to whom the
student may have recourse in the difficulties which may beset him, a
priest is appointed to act as a counselor to any and all the students in
whatever concerns their welfare, but above all in what concerns their
conscience and the formation of character. There are many things
which arise in the life of a young man at College in which he needs
the advice of one who is experienced, and is at the same time ready to
give a father's interest to the student. This need is supplied by the
Student Counselor.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Students may make application to the Committee on Student Aid
for work which the College is able to provide. It is understood that any
funds so earned by the student will be used in paying for tuition or
board and room . In order to consider any student's application for
employment, the Committee will require that the student's transcript of
credits be on file in the R egistrar's office.
Students wm be advised against taking employment of such a
nature as will prevent their doing satisfactory work in their courses.
If a student accepts employment for more than three hours on class
days, he will be required to reduce the number of semester hours car·
ried. No student should rely on outside work during the school terms to
pay all expenses.

SCHOLARSHIPS
An annual scholarship is provided by the donation of $150.00.
A permanent scholarship, which entitles the founder to keep one
student designated by him and acceptable to the Faculty free for one
year at the College, is provided by a gift of $3750.00. I( the founder
fails to name an incumbent, the scholarship will be conferred at the
discretion of the Faculty.
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h the enerosity of friends, the College is able to ?ffer a

ctrta~h~~~ber of :artial scholarships to graduateshof1 th~· paroc~~l ~~

•t h I f Denver and vicinity. T hese sc o ars lps en e
pu••
IC sc oo s o d f $200 00 ($50 00 each year) toward payment of
boldera
to an awar o
·
·
twuon.
Holders of scholarships, however awarded to them, must meet
the following requirements:
1. A general average of B (85·92) in ~~ semester'a work,
w1th no conditions and no failures, must be mamtamed.

2. A scholarship covers tuition only and does not excuse the
holder from the payment of other fees.
3. The privileges of a scholarship may he withdrawn at any
ume by reason of unworthy conduct.
4. These privileges are also forfeited by non•use, and they may
not be transferred by the original holder to another, nor resumed at
.,,u after havmg been relinquished.

5. Renewal of scholarships each semester is contingent on hold·
cr'a schol~uc standing and conduct.

THE SACRED HEART SCHOLARSHIP
In 190 I the Sacred Heart Scholarship Fund of $1000 was estab·
IL•hed anonymously. The income is applied yearly in the form of a
part~l 1cholarship to a needy and deserving student.

THE DESAULNIERS SCHOLARSHIP
In 19 12 Reverend Joseph Desaulniers established a fund of $1200.
The income is applied yearly in the form of a partial scholarship to a
needy and deservmg student.

THE EUGENE HENRY ROURKE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
In November, 1929, the sisters and heirs of Eugene Henry
Rourke., La Junta, Colorado, established this perpetual Scholarship
Fund by donating the sum of $15,000.00 to Regis College. The annual
mcome of this fund, $600.00, is to be available to needy and deserving
tudcnts who. are residents of Colorado, and is to be applied on the
tlptnsc of twtlon.
By establishing the Eugene Henry Rourke Memorial Scholar•
ship Fund, the ~sters and heirs of Eugene Henry Rourke have moat
cenerou ly prov1ded for the education of four needy and deserving
atudenta at Regia College in perpetuity.
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THE WILLIAM J. SCHOLL MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Mrs. Cecelia K. Scholl of Denver, Colorado, established the
William J . Scholl Memorial Scholarship Fund of $3,000.00 on Sep·
tember 20, 1930, in memory of her son, William ]. SchoU. The
annual income from this Fund is to be applied to the education of
a needy and deserving student.
THE FATHER PANTANELLA MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHI P FUND
On December 24, 1930, The John K. and Catherine S. Mullen
Benevolent Cor poration established a perpetual Scholarship Fund in
memory of Reverend Dominic Pantanella, S.J., by donating the awn
of $15,000.00 to Regis College. The annual income from this Fund,
$600.00, is to be available to needy and deserving students and is to
be applied on the expense of tuition. By establishing the Father Pan•
tanella Memorial Scholarship Fund, the heirs of Mr. and Mrs. John
K. Mullen have most generously provided for four needy and de·
serving students at Regis College in perpetuity.
THE JOSEPH T. WARD MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Mrs. Catherine Ward of Denver, Colorado, established the Joseph
T. W ard Memorial Scholarship Fund of $2,000.00 on January 26,
1931, in memory of her son, Joseph T. Ward. The annual income
from this Fund is to be applied to the education of a needy and
deserving student.
T HE FREDERICK G. BONFI LS FOUNDATION
SCHOLARSHIPS
Regis College has been benefiting for the past three years from
the Frederick G. Bonfils Foundation. This Foundation has established
scholarships providing for all costs, exclusive of living and traveling
expenses, directly connected with a full four·year course of study, in·
eluding tuiti?n, matriculation fee, laboratory and library fees, te~t
books, matenal and student assessments. These Scholarships are avatl•
able for residents of Colorado to the public and private colleges of the
State of Colorado. At the present time ten students are enjoying
the benefits of the Frederick G. Bonfils Foundation Scholarships at
Regis Co~ege. Information concerning these schol;mhips may be had
by applymg to the Foundation in care of the Denver Post, Denver,
Colo.
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PRIZE AWARDS
Inter-Collegiate English Prize. A purse of S100.00 u otfered
yearly by the late Mr. D. P. Bremmer, of Chicago, fo_r ucellence in
English essay wriung. The purse u open to compeuuon amon& the
students of the Jesuit Colleges of the Mid·West.
Inter-Collegiate Latin Pri:u~. A cash prize
the Very Reverend Fathers Provincial of the
Provinces of the Society of Jesus to the winner
ticipated in by students 10 the colleges of the
Provinces.

is g1ven each year by
Missouri and Chicaao
of a Latin conte l par•
Missouri and Ch1caao

The Campion Physia Award. The bte John P. Campion of
Denver, Colorsdo, founded this award for the be<t es'lly 10 Phyaica
The Anne R. Crean Memorial Award for Poetry. Mra. Blanche
Crean Carolan of P1ttsburgh, Pennsylvania, founded the award in
memory of her mother, Mrs. Anne R. Crean.
The Knights o£ Columbus Elocution Award. The award is do·
nated by the Knights of Columbus, Council 539, Denver, Colorado,
for excellence in elocution.
The Monaghan Award. Daniel G. Monaghan, M.D., of Denver,
Colorado, founded the award for the best paper in Evidencu of Re•
ligion.
The Monsignor O..vid T. O 'Dwyer Award. Monsignor David
T. O'Dwyer of Washington, D. C., founded this award for the beat
essay on some subject connected with the Constitution of the United
States of America.
The Sullivan English Award. The late Mr. Dennis Sulhvan of
Denver, Colorado, founded the award for the best English essay.
The Mary J. Ryan Memorial Award. This award is awarded an•
nually for the best work in the first year of Accounting.

The Class of 1929 Biology Award. This award was founded by
~e members of the graduating class of 1929 for the best uaay in
B1ology.
The Bishop Vehr Award. His Excellency, Rt. Rev. Urban J. Vehr,
D.O., donates this award for the best essay on Promotion of Catholic
Thought and Catholic Action in America.
The A. W. Forstall Award. This award in Analytical Chemistry
h.as.been presented by friends of Father A. W. Porstall, S.J., to memoname the work done by him in Chemistry and Science.
-21-

RESIDENCE HALL
Resident students live in Carroll Hall, a thoroughly modun build·
ing with single rooms. Dormitories and double rooms are not available
for students of the College. Every room i.s provided with running
water and with built·in closet. Trunks are not kept in the private rooms.
The building also contains oled shower rooms, and lounge rooms.

S11JDENT HEALTH SERVICE
The payment of the Health Pee, which is obligatory for resident
students an d optional for day students, entitles the student to the fol•
lowing:
1-The use of the dispensary when ordinary medication is needed;
2- The use of the infirmary and the services of the nurse in ordi·
nary illness, or when such use is ordered by the College Phy•
sician;
3-The services of the College physician in ordinary illness.
This service does not provide for hospitalization outside of the
College infirmary, nor for prolonged care by the College Pby·
sician o r by surgeons.

All students will be required to take a physical examination at the
time of registration or shortly thereafter. This examination will be in
charge of the College Physician. A record of each examination is kept
on file. When necessary, appropriate advice is given to the student,
and parents or guardians are informed of any serious defect.
Resident students, when indisposed, are expected to report their
condition either to the nurse or to one o f the Prefects in the residence
hall so that prompt action may be taken.
Advice given to students on all health problems is governed by
such prudence as may be dictated by a thorough understanding of all
the factors affecting each individual case. Healthful habits of living
are encouraged in the student's daily life by suggestions regarding
hours of study and recreation, diet, exercise and rest.
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TUITION AND FEES
Payment of tuition and other fees should be made in advance
either semi·annually or quarterly. If paid aemi•annually, paymentl
should be made at the opening of the school in September and at the
beginning of the second semester about February lat. If paid quar•
terly, fees should be paid on registration, November 15, February 1
and April 1. Registration is not completed until aU fees due at the
time are paid and hence students are not admitted to classes untl1
payment is made.
In case a student withdraws from the college within the 6rst aeven
days of the quarter a total refund of the tuition and fees will be made,
except the matriculation fee. After the 6rst week of a quarter the
refund of the tuition and fees will be made as follows: 60 % up to
three weeks, 40% between three and 6ve weeks, 20% between 6ve
and seven weeks; after which time no refund will be made. In no
case will the matriculation fee be refunded.
No student may take a semester examination, regular or con•
ditioned, or receive any degree, diploma, or statement of credits, un•
til his financial accounts are satisfactorily settled.
All remittances should be made payable to "Regis College."
Matriculation fee .
. .... -· .
S ~ .00
(Payable the 6rat yur only. In no
any pan ol it be refunded.)

tile

will thla lee or

Graduation fee .
Tuition, for the College year
Board, for the College year
Private Room, for the College year
Health service fee
Activities fee
(The I'OYIII<nt ol the lludent actiYitiu fee ;, oblip~ory -~n
j.~ atudenta and. entitlea the otudent to the privilqu of the

10.00
1 ~0.00
300.00
100.00
~ .00

lS.OO

• llty, umnuJUm, athletic enrcitu and pmu, auba<:rip·
uhon .~~. the
and Gold, the collece annual and the
P J'IIW< Ulmlnauon.)

B.•"'":"

Laboratory fee, (chemistry, biology, physics, for year)
Br~age deposit (returnable, in chemistry and physics)
Microscope rental fee .... .
Conditional
examinations• each . .
I! .
.....
xammations taken on days not assigned in the calendar each
Late registration fee
'
Duplicate transcript of acade~·it r~~oni.
Private room breakage deposit (returnable) . . :.............. .:·-·· .· ..

15.00
~ -00
~ .00

1.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
10.00
Personal laundry is cared for by the student at his own expense.
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ENTRANCE PROCEDURE

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
N ew student8 must make application for admission to the Dean.
They must use the official Application for Admis_~ion, copies of
which may be obtained from the Dean.
All official entrance records must be received and approved by
the Dean not later than September I

SCHOLARSHIP REQUIREMENTS
The College requirea for admission the aatisfactory completion
of a four year coune in a secondary achool approved by a recogni.ted
accrediting agency or the equivalent of such a course The maJOr por•
tion of the secondary school course presented by a student for ad·
mission should be definitely correlated with the curriculum to which
he seeks admission.
All candidate& for admis_sion must offer lifteen unit8 in accept·
able subject8. No student will be admitted except on presentation of
an official transcript of credit8 from the high school last attended.
Credentials which are accepted for admission become the property of
the College and are kept permanently on 61e.
The College reserves the right to refuse to admit any student
wh ose preparatory work is of such a grade as to create doubt regarding
his ability to pursue college wo rk successfully.
Satisfactory testimonials of good moral character must be pre•
sented by all applicant8 for admission. Students wishing to trilnsfer
from another college or university must present a certificate of bon•
orahle dismissal.
Students who graduated in the lowest third of their high school
graduating classes are not eligible for admission without special action
of the Committee on Admissions. Favorable action will be taken only
on additional evidence of seriousness of purpose and of ability, •up•
ported by tests administered at the College in advance of admission.
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REQUIRED SUBJECTS
For the A.B. program
Unita are required as follows: English 3, Hi•tory I, •Latin 4,
Mathematica 2, Science I, Electives.
For the B.S. program
Units are required as follows: ~nglisb 3, •F~reign Languaae 2,
History 1, tMathematica 2.5, Sc1ence 1, Electives.
For the B.S. in Commerce program
Unita are required as follows: English 3, •Foreign Lanauace 2,
History I, Mathematica 2, Science 1, Electives.
For the Ph.B. program
Unita are required as follows: English 3, •Foreign Lanauaae 2,
History I, Matbematica 2, Science 1, Electives.
ELECilVES

The Electives rr.ay be any subject counted towards anduati?n
in any accredited or recogmzed school, with the followmg restnc•

tions: No subject may be presented for less than a half umt of cred1t;
not more than one unit will be accepted in any vocational auh)ect;
vocal music and physical traintng will not be recogniz.ed as entrance
unita.

RULES GOVERNING Tim ACCEPTANCB OF CREDITS
A unit is a 6erie, of recitations or exercises in a given subject
pursued continuously throughout the school year of not less than thirty•
six weeks. The number of cla~s exerci•es required a week for each
unit shall be five. Double periods are required for laboratory courses.
If an applicant for admis•ion lacks a unit in a required 6ubject
but presents fifteen clear units, he must remove this deficiency during
his first year of res1dence. The work of the first year mu•t be ao
arranged and so limited in amount that all conditions shall be removed
and all deficiencies made good promptly. Students with deficiencies
must therefore submit their course of study for the approval of the
Dean of the College.
Not more than four units in any one subject will be accepted,
an? not less than a full unit in the fi rst year of any language. Half
?"Its W1l! be accepted when presented in addition to integral unita
tn the same subject or in half•year subjects which constitute a com•
plete course in themselves, e. g., Solid Geometry. Any two of the
?iological sciences (Botany, Zoology, Physiology) may be combined
tnto a continuous year's course equal to one unit.
*Studenu prucntlna 1he full number of atupuble uni!l without the prcatr~Md
uni!l in latin or In modern lanauage will be allowed <o make up tbue requlremento
In collcae.
tC.ndidatco for the B.S. degree who pruent the lull number ol unito, but loek
obne hall unit in Mathto'Utlu, may be admitted with the obliaation ol oupplyina the
all unit durin& the Prabman year.
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METHODS OF ADMISSION
ADMISSION BY CERTIFICATE
Admission without examination on certificate is granted to stu·
dents from secondary schools accredited by any recognited stand·
arditing agencr, or by the University of Colorado; to students from
high schools o the first grade in other states which are so rated by the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction; and to students from pri·
vate schools and academies which are not on any list but which have
been approved after investigation.
Blank forms of entrance certificates, which are to be used in every
case, may be had on application to the Dean. Certificates must be
made out and signed by the principal or other recognued officer of
the school and mailed by him directly to the Dean.
No certificates will be accepted unless the holder has spent the
last year of his high school course in the school issuing the certificate.
A catalogue of the school, if publi•hed, describing the course of
study in detail, should accompany the certificate.
It is expected that the principal will recommend not all graduates,
but only those whose ability, application and scholarship are so clearly
marked that the school is willing to stand sponsor for their succeu
at college.
ADMISSION BY EXAMINATIO N
Applicants who are not entitled to enter ON CERTIFICATE
must take the entrance examination in the entire number of required
units. These examinations are held during the last week in June and
the first week in September. The applicant may divide the examination
into two parts, taking as many as possible m June, and the remainder
in September. An examination in which the applicant has failed in June
may be taken again in September.
ADI'viiSSION TO ADVANCED STANDING
Candidates for admission from other institutions of collegiate
rank may be accepted. The exact amount of advanced credit to be
granted will be determined by the Committee on Admissions. Such
applicants must present in advance of registration:
1. A certificate of honorable dismissal;
2. An official tranEcript of college credits, with specifications of
courses and years when taken, hours, and grades;
3. An official, certified statement of entrance credits and con•
ditions, showing the length of each course in weeks the number of
recitations and laboratory exercises each week the iength of recita·
tion, and the mark secured.
'
No student will be admitted to the College as a candidate for
a degree after the beginning of the first semester of the Senior year.
SPECIAL STUDENTS
. Mature an~ earnest students who lack the required entrance
umts or who w1sh to pursue particular studies without reference to
graduation, may be admitted with the permission of tbe Dean, to
such courses of their own choice as they seem qualified to undertake.
The work thus done by special students cannot be counted later
on toward a degree at Regis College unless all entrance requirements
have been satisfied.
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REGISTRATION
FRESHMEN
th
during the three days preceding
Freshmen will be on e campus s ecified in the calendar. The
the opening of classesd· 1h~;nd:!eFr::hm~n Week, will consist of apti•
program for these ays, n
.
ses conferences With the
p;oblems of colleg;
e~n .
d a ment of fees. Lectures and tours to acquamt . ~e~
regtStra~on
ahn fpciliy. .
f the institution various student actlvlttes,
men With t e a ties o
,
"d I
d . "t of
health and physical educat!on pro~isions, hnd the I .ed~c~~n ~~~~ the
Regis College will be provided to msure t e proper m
whole of college life.
f p funan W elc.
AU Freshmen Must Be Present for the Whole o res
e
Registration for the program musbt be m_adehberibeen 9~~0th;~~~~~
A. M. on the morning of Septem er 12 .m t e. 1 rary
iruotion Bw1ding, at which time instructions will be ~1ven. Th~se thh~
fail to take the tests at the assigned times will be reqwred to ta..e e
later at a fee of $1.00 for each test.

~de a:/!~~d~:s!~~ef:~v~u::as~di~su~d

hfh:

ORIENTATION
Lectures designed to follow up and build upon the program of
Freshman Week will be given weekly during the first s~mes~r. At•
tendance at these lectures is required of all Freshmen. Top1cs diSCu~•ed
include: purposes and opportunities of college_ life; general regulau.on~
and the college curriculum; methods and hab1ts of study _and readmg,
u<e of the library; mental and physical hygiene; the techmque of good
manners; choosing a vocation, etc.

CONDffiONAL REGISTRATION
All official entrance records must be received and approved by
the Dean not later than September 1.
In cases where application for admission is made so late that this
is not possible, CONDITIONAL registration may be permitted. In
case of such conditional registraton all official entrance records must be
filed with the Dean not later than two weeks after the regular registra•
tion day, and it shall be the responsibility of the student to see that
this is done.
Students registering on any other day than that designated on the
calendar will be required to pay a late registration fee of $2.00. No
registration will be permitted after the second week of class.

OiANGES IN REGISTRATION
After the first week of the semester, change of registration will
be permitted with the consent of the Dean and on the payment of a
fee of one dollar for each change thus made. In case the change is
made upon the initiative of the College authorities no fee is required .
. Changes in registration must be made officially in the Dean 'a
of1'1ce and must be approved by him. This applies to courses dropped,
~oursea_ add~d, and changing from one course to another. No change
1n regiStration may be made after the third week of the semester.
Students who drop a study without permission will be marked F on
the records, and those who are permitted at their own request to drop
a course after attending the class for five weeks or more will be given
a grade of F or W, at the discretion of the Dean.
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE
Tim COLLEGB ¥BAR
The College year, running from the ccond wed: of Septembtr
tJJl the second week 1n June, compri cs th~rtr·ru: weeks, which
arc divided into two erne tera of c1ghtecn weeks c~cb. There is a
Christmas and an E~$lcr rcceu. Legal holidaya and all holydaya
of obhgaoon are ob erved.
ATrBNDANCB
Each student of Regis College mu~t board and room on the
College c~mpus, or rcs1dc With parents, ncar relatives or guardian in
Denver or its auburba.
No "cuts" arc allowed m any of the classes or laboratory ~ection•.
Each tardinc. •, defined aa a student'• fa1lure to be present when his
name IS called at the beginning of cia,.,, WJII be counted as half an absence. The student commg late is re pon•1ble for •eemg that the Jn·
structor changes the ab encc noted at the begmnmg of cia to a
tardmess.
When a •tudent's unexcused ab~nccs equal the number of •emener
hours of cred1t 1n any cour e, be WJII be automatically dropped ~1th a
grade of "F" Ordinarily 1llnes~ i the only •uWcient excwc for ;JJI
absence.
Ab<enccs Incurred in the twenty•four hours preceding or folloWlllg
a school holiday or vacation penod will be trebled
AMOUNT OF WORK
The semester hour is the unit or standard for computing the
amount of a student's work. A semester hour is defined as one lecture,
recitation or class exerci~. one hour m length per week, for on~
semester. Two hours of laboratory work are equivalent to one rc~·
tation hour. Two hours of preparation on the part of the student JS
expected for each hour of lecture or recitation.
Regular work for freshmen is sixteen hours per week. For aU
others it may be from twelve to eighteen hours. No freshman may
register for more than sixteen hours without special permission of the
Dean.
In case of atudents of longer attendance, advi•ers may grant per·
mission to take more hours than are regularly allowed after the stand·
ing of the student in each atudy of the aemester is examined and found
to be B (85) or over.

GRADES
Above Passing
A-Exce!Jent
B--Good
C-Fair
D-Passed

Below PaJSing
E-Conditioned
P-Failed
W-Withdrawn from

clas.~

CREDIT POINTS
A candidate for a degree must gain not only the number of
credits required, but his work must reach a certain standard of ex_eel·
lence. I n addition to the 128 hours credit necessary for graduation,
each student must cam at least 128 credit pointa.
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No atudent will be advanced to candadacy for any collegiate
degree whOle credit poinu do not equal hi.S semuter houn at the
begmning of his last semester.
For a grade of 1\ (93-100~ an a gaven course, a atudent w~ll
receive three times as many credtt poanu as there are hour c~edats an
that course; for a grade of B (85•92), twice as many credat poant.t; for
a grade of C (77·84), u many credat points as credat hours. Por
example: a three•hour course in whach the student recea.vea A gavea 9
credit points; B, 6 poants; and C, merely three credat poant.t.
EXAMINATIONS

1. In cues where a student claims knowledge of a given sub·
ject for which he cannot present official record of any kand, apecial
examinations may be given upon recommendations of the head of the
department concerned and with the approval of the Dean.
2. Examinations in all subjects are held at the clo•e of the
semester. The result of the semester examination, combaned wath the
student's class work will determine hi.S grade for the seme ter. Unu•
cused absence from the ~emester euminations counts as failure
3. 1\ condioon (E, 60·69o/o) due to failure to secure a pa~sing
grade in a semester examanauon may be removed by a supplementary
examination. The supplementary examinations are held during the
6rst month of the succeeding semester. They may not be deferred
except with the consent of the Dean. Conditions not removed before
the beginning of the next regular semester examinations automati•
cally become failures. Removal of conditions by examinauon shall
not entitle the student to a grade higher than D.
CI.ASSIFICATION O F STUDENTS
Those students are ranked as Sophomores who have at least twen•
ty·four credit hours and points; Juniors, those who have sixty credat
ho~rs and points; Seniors, those who have ninety•two credit hours and
poants.

QUAUTY REQUIREMENTS
Failure or condition in 40o/o of his work in any semester renders
~ student liable to dismis al for poor scholarship. Exception to this rule
as .made only for weighty reasons and with the approval of the com•
mattee.
.
Freshmen whose credtt·point average at the end of their first year
ts not at le.ast . 5, and Sop.homores whose credit poant•average at the
end .or. thear second year ts not at least .75, are not eligible for re•
admtsSton to the College in the following year.
Low grades an~ neglect of work during a seme.<ter render a stu·
d.ent !tab!~ to probation, and failure to improve, to dismio;sal or a reduc•
tton tn has schedule with a permanent record of faa1ure an the subject
canceled.

REPORTS
Rep?rts of scholarship and general progress are sent to parents
or guardaans at every quarter. Semester grades are determined by the
result of the semester examination combined with the student's class
work during the semester.
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TRANSCRIPTS Of RECORDS
St -lenL
ht v tr " nrt o records in order to transfer from
tht College to anothtr or Cor other . purp~ abould mue early and
tusonable application for the same No auch &tatc:nenu will. be made
out duung the busy period of eumination and regJWauon. One
trantcrirt of record 'a.'llJ be I Urd 'a.1thout charce. 1\ fee IS reqUired
for all addmonal coptca, namely, one dollar for each addttJonal copy
up to the 6£th, and 6ve dollar• thereafter.

COUNSEUNG SERVICE
I for I co• r rc t •n a 1d per onal attention mark the relations of
faculty membera or the Collecc
atudent. Srudenu are urged to
l~'llil them c:h ca or the opportunttie~ to disc ' their cia. work, their
prograou or atudy and other problem• with thetr instructors in the
cl.1 rooma., about the campus, or m faculty rooms and offtces.

..,,th

1\t entrance each Fremman JS a 'cned to a class ad\i5er. Assign·
menu are made on the basi of courses of tudy, \"OCitional choices and
personal mtcrem Studcnu of all othu cluses will select thm ad\iltll.
1\t ume$ announced to tbe tudents, conferencea are to be held 'fo1th
ad~i en. ftd-acmester gradca and tcme er cnde. are i ued to the
rudenu through the clus ad\tsers. Srudenta are free to consult vmh
their ad\isera concemtng tbeu ud•ca, employment, vocationll choiro,
and the more per onal problems of hultb, aocial life, and character and
peraonality development
Studenu may consult 'a.1th the Dun of the CoUege at any time
Department heads counsel tn matters of studies the upper·dtvi!ion stu·
dents maJorinc in their resrccuve departments
In addmon to the coun elmg faaltties desen~d abo\'e, a Student
1 a\iaJ!able to the students.

Coun~lor for personal matter•
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DEGREESCONTERRED
The following degrees are conferred:
A.B., Bachelor of Aru;
B.S., Bachelor of Science;
B.S. (Comm.), Bachelor of Science m Commerce:
Ph.B., Bachelor of Philosophy.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE VARIOUS DEGREES
The objective of the Bachelor of Aru (A B ) deer e ?r cur•
riculum is to give a balanced cultural e~ucataon u a foundation . r~r
full living. This obJective is to be attamed through . tht ,humal\ilUC
and philosophic disciplines, sup_plement~d by traanmg_ an wcntific and
mathematical thinkmg, the enure curnculum to be mtcgratcd by ID
acquamtancc with the social and rehgious factor• that ha\'e entered
into the making of We tern cmliuuon, and that contnbutc to the
solution of contemporary problem•.
The objective of the Bachelor of Science (B S.) decree or cur•
riculum is to give by means of the natural scienca, baology and math•
ematics, a thorough training in the acienu6c method u a b ' of
sound scientific thinkmg, balanced by cultural trainin& m un llJe,
literature and hastory, and correlated u intimately a p tble 1rith
scholastic philosophy.
The objective of the Bachelor of Scaence 10 Commerce ( 8 S an
Commerce) degree or curriculum is to gave a syttematic and ~nerd
trainmg in the problems and principle• of businea~ adminia.tration wttll
specialitation in a field of commerce, aupplemented by cultural ..-ork
in language, history and acholastic philosophy.
The obJective of the Bachelor of Philosophy (Ph.B) dearee or
curnculum is a systematic training in the •oc11l atudiu or an the
modern literatures, with speciahz.ation in one or two fields, aupple•
mented by the scientific or mathematical disciplines and inumately
correlated with scholastic philoaophy.
'

DIFFERENCES IN PROGRAMS
The degree of Bachelor of Aru as conferred af the candidate'•
curriculum has included two years or college latin.
The. degree of Bachelor of Science is conferred on candadatu
whoae chae£ work hu been in Soence or Mathematia.
The degree of Bachelor of Science 10 Commerce is conferred on
one who ha_s foll.owed the. Commerce and Ftna.nce curriculum, .,berean
~e s.tudcnt a cbaef attenuon is given to coursea in n...;nt "d
astrataon.
Ill n man•
who Theh ~eree kr hBachbelor o.f Philosophy is conferred on candadatu
se ~ ae wor . as een an one or two of the followin& 6eldt•
Economacs, Educataon, English Literature, History, Philotopby.
'
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
iERAL REQUIR.E..~1ENTS

G

cneral reqwrrmr
• the bachelor'• degree are u foUOWJ:
I. The completion of 12 feme ttr houn of ,..'Ork in the coum
cured at leut 128 credrr points.

of 11oh1ch the andicbtc ha

2. The comrlc:tion of rracnbed work, c peci.tlly in the frc.bcan
and ophomorc yean.

3. The comrleuon of a major and of
chidly during the JUnror and Kn1or yeau.

two

minon, to bt wen

4, 1\ wnurn the
appro\td by the maJor advi5tr and the Chair·
man of the DJ\1 ion JD 11.hich the maJor i, caken, and prt$tntcd on or
before •-\rril 22 of the year 1n which the degree u to be conferred

1\t leu: the 1enror year mu t be wen at Regis Ccllege.
1\ raduauon fee of ten dollan pa)·able in advance.

f

6

1\11 applianu for a lkgree houJd 6Je their appliationt and pre•
Knt all theu aed1t1 and the e,;dence of hning met .til reqwrcments
luted above on or before Apnl 22.
S D]ECT R£Q IREMENTS
PUSCIU8!0 ~l$ JtCTS I'Oit THI! A 8 . DfCRfl!

C.tdil Hn
12

EnJ:Ii'!h

l.aun

16

Modem I.anguace or
Greek
.~1bthrmaucs or Science

6-1 6

Cw!Jt Hro
2

f:o:prU!<ion

European History
Phil0$ophy
Rdrgion

6
IJ

8

6-8

PRESCIU8ED SUBJECTS FOR TH I! B S DECR£1!

Enelim
M odem Language
ScJcncc
M thematics

C.cd.c Hn
12

8-1 6

16
6

C.edll Hro

6

European History
Philo~phy
Religion

If
8

Expre~ ion

2

PRESCRIBED SUBJI!CTS POR THE B S (COMM.) DECREE

C.cdlc Hn

C.cc!.c H11

A ccounung
EnaiUh
Economics
European H utory

12

12
H

6

8-l ~

Mathematia
Modern Language
Phl10$opby ..

15
2
8

Expr~<ion

Re!Jgron
PRESOIBEO SUBJI!CTS POR THE PH 8. DECREE
Cnd.c Hn .

E n glish
M od ern Lanauag~
Mathematica or & 1encc
Expreaion

12

8-16
6·8
2
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Credle Hn

European H istory
Philooopby _.......... ···
Rt!Jgion
-·- .. ·····

6
lf
8

The requirement in Modern Language or Greek is understood in
terms of combined high school and lower·division college courses. One
year of high school work in a language is counted as one semester or
one•half year of college work. Thus two years of high school French
count as two semester courses to meet the language requirement.
Therefore a student who presents at entrance two units of one Modern
Language or of Greek will be required to carry success£ ully two
semesters of collegiate courses in that same Modern Language studied
in high school or in Greek. If a student presents at entrance neither
Greek nor a Modern Language, he will be required to carry collegiate
courses in Greek or one Modern Language for four semesters or two
years.
The prescribed courses in Religion will be required only of
Catholic students. Other students will substitute eight semester hours
in other subjects. Catholic students who enter Regis College after
completing one or more years in another institution of collegiate rank
may be excused from 2·6 hours of the eight hour requirement in
Religion.
Students who have received one· half their college credits ( 64
semester hours) in other institutions must secure before graduation
all the prescribed credits except those in science, mathematics, and
history. In place of these they may offer such electives as are approved
by their advisers and the Dean of the College.
Candidates for graduation must attend any course of lectures, or
any other exercises that have been or may be authorized and equipped
by the faculty, even though such courses receive no value in credits.

DIVISIONAL REQUIREMENTS
A candidate for a bachelor's degree must complete a major in at
least one department, and a minor in each of two other departments.
l -One of which is correlated to the major,
2-The other, a free or unrestricted minor, to be chosen from
another division.
MAJOR
Each student before the end of the sophomore year must elect
courses from some one department, to be known as his major, which
must comprise not less than twenty hours. For further details re•
garding major and minor requirements see the preliminary remarks
under the various Departments of Instruction.
A divisional major may be chosen with the consent of the Dean
and with the cooperation of the Chairman of the division and of the
departments.
A major may be changed only with the consent of the Dean
and the heads of the departments concerned, and such change will be
permitted only upon the distinct understanding that all the courses pre·
scribed in the major finally chosen shall be completed before grad·
uation.
MINOR
A minor consists of from twelve to fifteen hours in one depart•
ment. The correlated minor must be chosen from the same division
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as the major; the unrestricted minor may be chosen from one of the
remaining divisions.
The following is a list of departments in which candidates for
degrees may choose majors and minors.
Division of
Languag;e and
Literature

English
French
German
Greek
Latin
Spanish

Division of
Philooophy,

Divia!on of
Natural Sdencea
and ~thematica

Reli~~j:~c~oml

Education
H istory
Philosophy and
Psychology
Religion
Sociology

Biology
Chemistry
Mathematics
Physics

Divilion of
Commerce and
Finance

Accounting
Economics and
Finance

ELECTIVES

Courses not taken as prescribed courses and not included in the
student's major and minor sequences may be chosen as free electives
to complete the 128 credits required for graduation.

GRADUATIO N HONORS
Honors at graduation are granted on the basis of quality points
in their ratio to the total number of credit ho urs carried. Thus, for
example, a student who consistently made A (93 · 100) in all his sub·
jects of a 128·hour program would have 384 quality points, for a
quality quotient of 3. The honors to be inscribed on the diplomas,
read at commencement, and published in the lists of graduates are
awarded on the following scale:
Summa cum laude for a quality quotient of 2.8.
Magna cum laude for a quality quotient of 2. 5.
Cum laude for a quality quotient of 2.
These honors are announced at C ommencement in June, are in·
scribed on the diplomas of the recipients, and appear in the published
list of graduates in the annual announcement.
Honors are conferred only on a student who has completed at
least two years in the College. Grades are computed on the basis of
work done in the former institution and in the College.
Exception is made to the two•year requirement in the case of
students transferring from another Jesuit institution.

BACHELOR OF ARTS
FRESHMAN
Fint Semeater

Credit Hn.

Latin 1, 11 .........................
English 1 ..........................
History 13 ........................
Greek or Modern Lan·
guage ...........................
Ph~sical Education ......... .
Re igion 1 or 2... .... .. .........
Freshman Lecture ............

4

3
3
3-4
2

Second Semeater

Credit Hn.

Latin 2, 12..........................
English 2 ..........................
History 14 ... ... .. ................
Greek or Modem Lan·
guage .............. ............
Physical Education ......... .
Religion 3 .. . ..... ...............
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4

3
3
3-4
2

SOPHOMORE
Pint Semuur

Credit Hn.
4

Second Semuur

Credit Hn.
4

Latin .. .
Greek or Modern Language
..
.
Mathematics or Science ...
Expression
English 80
Religion 4

3-4

Philosophy 131 .... ........ .
Major and minor electives
Electives and lower-division hours remaining .

JUNIOR
3
Philosophy 141, 1 H
6-9
or 110 ............... ..........
Major and minor electives
3-5
Electives and lower•divi•
sion hours remaining ...

Philosophy 125 ......... .....
Major and minor electives
Electives and lower-division hours remaining

3-4
2

3

Latin ..... ........... ......... ....
Greek or Modern Language ............. ..
Mathematics or Science
Philosophy 1 ................ .
R eligion 5 ...................... .

3-4
3-4
3
2

2

SENIOR
3
Philosophy 126 ... .... .
6-9
Major and minor electives
Electives and lower•divi•
3-4
sion hours remaining

4

6-9
3-5

3
6-9
3-4

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
FRESHMAN
Pirot Semuur

Credit Hn.

English 1 .
.
Modern Language
Mathematics 11 .... . ..... .
Ph{;sical Education ....... .
Re 'gion 1 or 2................ .
Science .............. .
Freshman Lecture
English 80 .................. .
Modern Language ..........
Religion 4 ..................... .
Science .... ..... .. .............
Expression ........................
Elective .. . ..................... .
History 13 ...................... .
Philosophy 131 ................
Major and minor electives

Philosophy 12 5 ............... .
Major and minor electives

3
4

3
2

4

Second Semeaur

Credit Hn .

English 2 ........ .
Modern Language .......... .
Mathematics 31 .............. ..
Physical Education ..........
Religion 3 ..................... .
Science ........................... .

SOPHOMORE
3
English 81 ....................... .
4
M odern Language .......... ..
2
Religion 5 .................... ..
4
Science ............................. .
Philosoph y 1 ................... .
2

3
4

3
2
4

3
4
2
4

3

3

JUNIOR
3
3
History 14 ......................
3
Philosophy 141, 155
4
6-9
or 110 ................... .
Major and minor electives 6-9
SENIOR
Philosophy 126 ...... .. .
3
Major and minor electives
11
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3
11

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMERCE
FRESHMAN
Pint &maeer

Credit Hra.

Elementary A ccoun ting
Mathematics of Finance
Economic History of U .S.
English 1
Expression . .. ..
Physical Education ........ .
Religion 1 or 2 ......... ......
Fresh man Lecture ...... .

&cond &mater

3
3
3
3
1

Credit Hro

Elementary Accounting
Mathematica of Finance
Economic Resources
English 2
Expression
Physical Education
Religion 3

2

3
3
3
3
I
2

.Advanced Accounting .
Principles of Economics
English 80 .................... ..
History of Europe ......... .
Modern Language .......... ..
Religion 4

SOPH OMORE
3
Advanced Accounting
3
Principles of Economica ..
3
Philosophy 1 ......
3
History of Europe
4
Modern Language
2
Religion 5

Philosophy 131 .............. .
M odern Language ......... ..
Religion ............. .......
.
Major and minor electives

J UNIOR
3
Philosophy 141, 110
3-4
or 155 ..
..
4
M odern Language . .......... 3-4
8-9
Major and minor electives 8-9

Philosophy 125 ............. ..
Religion ....... .............. .
Major and minor electives

SENI OR
3
Philosophy 126 .. ...........
I
Religion ...... .. ...............
11
Major and minor electives

3

3
3
3
4
2

3
I

11

J unior-Senior Electives
Accounting: Cost Accounting; .t\udjting; Systems; C.P.A. Review.
Economics: Business Organization; Foreign Trade ; Economics of
Transportation ; Labor Problems; Business Law.
Finance: Investme nts; I nsurance; Credits and Collections; Money
and Credit; Banking; Corporation Finance.
Merchandising: Marketin g; Advertising; Salesmanship; Sales Man·
agement; Retail Merchandising.
Mathematics: Advanced Mathematics of Finance.

BACHELOR OF PHILOSOPHY
FRESH MAN
Firat &mater

Credit Hra.

English I . . . ... ... .... .......
History 13 ... . . ....... . .
Mathematics or Science .
Modern Language . .. . ...
Ph~si~l Education ...... ..

R
1
F:e~E~~~n L~~t~r~· ..::·. :::::.

3
3
3-4
4
2

&cond &mater

Credit HCI.

3
English 2
3
History 14 ......
Mathematics or Science .. 3-4
4
M odern Language .......... ..
Physical Education ........ 2
Religion 3 ... ........... ..
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SOPHOMORE
CudicHro.

fine Scmacu

English 80
Sociology
Modern Language
Expression
Electives
Religion I or 2

Second &muter
Credit Hro.
English 81
3
Sociology
3
Modern Language
3-<f
Philosophy 1
3
Religion 3
2
Elective .......................... . 2-3

3
3

3-4
2
4-6
2

JUNIOR
Philosophy 131
Major and minor electives

12

Philosophy 141, I H
or 110
Major and minor electives

12

Philosophy I H
MaJor and minor electives

SENIOR
Philosophy 126
3
II
Major and minor electives

11

4

3

COURSES PRELIMINARY T O PROFESSIONAL
STUDIES
GENERAL STATEMENT
Students who intend to pursue professional studies after com ·
pleting the required collegiate work are urged to take a course lead·
ing to a Bachelor's degree. Schools of law and medicine have increased
their entrance requ1rements, so that a longer period of collegiate prep•
aration is nece55ary. A Catholic professional man will need to have
~tudied Philosophy from the Catholic viewpoint.
The entrance requirements for admission to the curricula pre•
paratory to professional studies are the same as those required for ad·
mission to the degree curricula.
DENTISTRY
Students matriculating in dental schools will be required to pre•
&ent for adm1~<10n a~xty•four semester hours of college credits. The re·
quirement for admission to schools of Dentistry can be met by the
following curriculum:

FRESHMAN
ftnc &macer

Credle Hn.

Biology I ...
Chemistry 1 .
English I
Modern Language
Religion I or 2
Freshman Lecture

000- 0-o·-·

0

..
..
3
..
2

Credle Hro.
Second &me~ter
4
Biology 5
o·
4
Chemistry 2 . . -oooo•o•·o•·· o··
3
English 2
4
Modern Language
2
Religion 3
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0

SOPHO~ORE

Plrat Semuter

Second Scmutu

Credit Hra.

Chemistry, Organic ........
Physics 1 ........................
•Economics 5 ..................
•English 80 ......................
•History 13 ........ ..... .....
•~odern Language .... ......
•~athematics 3 2 ..............
•Philosophy 1 ..................
Religion 4 ... ..................

Credit Hn.

4

Chemistry, Organic
Physics 2
•Economics 6
•English 81
•History 14
•~odern Language
•Philosophy 25, 31
Religion 5

4
4

3
3
3
4

2
3

4

3

4
4
2

2

ENGINEERING
The first year of all engineering branches is the same at most
recogni1.ed Schools of Engineering. All the required courses, except
Surveying, are listed in the proposed program. Surveying is offered in
many colleges as a summer course, so this work could be taken later
without overloading the student.
The second year begins the work of specialization at most engi•
neering schools. The courses listed in the proposed program consist of
courses which appear in nearly all branches of engineering curricula.
FRESH~N

Firat

Semu~r

Chemistry 1 ... ······-······.
English 1 --- ··- ···-· ···---·-····
~athematics

Second Semeat<r

Credit Hra.

11

....... --·--·

Physical Education 1 .....
Religion 1 or 2-- -- ........
Engineering Drawing 1
Orientation .. .. ·······-····----

3
3
Cr.
2
4

Cr.

Credit Hra.

Chemistry 2
English 2

4

~athemat:ics

31
Physical Education
Religion 3
.................
Geology 1
Orientation

4

3
3

Cr.
2
4

Cr.

SOPHO~ORE

Chemistry 13 ............. .
•Economics 5 ................. .
Geology 2 ...................

4

~atbematics 40 ............. .

3

~athematics 142 .. ········

Physics 1 ........................
Religion 4 ..................... .

4

Physics 2 ....
Religion 5
············· -··

0

3
4

Chemistry 14
•Economics 6
Descriptive Geometry .

2

4
4
3
4

2

Eiect1n

lAW
The minimum requirement for admission to law schools, in addi•
tion to high school work, is sixty-four semester hours of collegiate
trai':ling. This minimum is not acceptable to all schools. Regis College
adv1ses four years of college work. However, it accepts students for a
shorter program of preparation for law schools.
Students planning on_ entering a law school should register for the
A.B., Ph.B., or B.S. curnculum and choose their electives under the
direction of their adviser.
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MEDICINE
The minimum requirement for admission to medical schools is
sixty semester hours of collegiate work, or a two•year program. In view
of recent changes, it is better to plan at least a three•year program
including Chemistry, Physics, Biology, English Rhetoric, Composi•
tion, and Literature, German or French.
Minimum Subject Requirements. The credits submitted must
ordinarily include the stated number of credit hours in certain specified
subjects as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

English . ............................................................. 6 hours
General Inorganic Chemistry............................... . 8 hours
Organic Chemistry ............................................... . 4 hours
Biology ............................................................. . 8 hours
Physics ............................................................ .. 8 hours
Foreign Language ..... .. ................................ .. 8 hours
Additional credit in subjects other than physical
and biological sciences, at least . ....... .. ...... .... .12 houre
h. Additional college credit to total 60 semester hours.

The following curriculum is advised:
FRESHMAN
Pint Scmatu

C~dit

Biology 1 .. . .. ............ ....
Chemistry 1 . .. ..............
English 1 .. . .. .. .. ......
Mathematics 11 ................
Physical Education ......... .
Religion 1 or 2 ...............
Freshman Lecture .......... ..

Hn.
4

4
3
3
2

Second Semaler

Credit Hra.

Biology 5 ....... .
Chemistry 2 .. ................ .
English 2 ... . . . ........... ..
Mathematics 31
Physical Education
Religion 3 ................... .

Biology 21
Chemistry 13
Modern Language ....... .
English 80 . . ............... ..
............ ..
Religion 4

SOPHOMORE
Biology 51 ................. ..
5
Chemistry 14 .................. ..
4
Modern Language ........ ..
4
Philosophy 1 .... .
3
Religion 5 ................... ..
2

Biology 131 ................ ..
Chemistry 142 ................. .
Philosophy 131 ............. .
Physics 1
................ ..
Biology 141 . .. ............. ..

JUNIOR
Chemistry 143 ............... ..
5
Philosophy 141, 1H
4
or 110 ....................... ..
3
Physics 2 ..........................
4
3
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4
4
3
3
2

5
4
4
3
2

4
4

4

ORGANIZATION OF THE CURRICULUM
The curriculum of Regis College has been organiud according
to the Divisional System.

I.

DIVISION OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Rev. W. V. Doyle, S.] ., Chairman
l. Department of English Language and Literature
2. Department of Classical Languages and Literature
3. Department of Modern Languages and Literature

II.

DIVISION OF PHILOSOPHY, REUGION AND SOCIAL
SCmNCES
Rev. L. L. Cusack, S.]., Chairman
1. Department of
2. Department of
3. Department of
4. Department of

m.

Education
H istory
Philosophy and Psychology
Religion

DIVISION OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
Rev. F. ]. Mahoney, S.]., Chairman
1. D epartment of Biology
2. Department of Chemistry
3. Department of Mathematics
4. Department of Physics

IV.

DIVISION OF COMMERCE AND FINANCE
Rev. ]. A. Ryan, S.].. Chairman
1. Department of Accounting
2. Department of Economics and Finance

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
The courses of instruction here listed are arranged by divisions.
The departments are grouped alphabetically within the divisions.
Courses numbered 1·99 are intended primarily for Freshmen and
Sophomores; courses numbered 100·199 are intended for Juniors and
Seniors. Sophomores may enroll in them if they have sufficient reason;
permission in writing must be secured from the Dean .
.
Some courses, especially courses in the 100 group, are given only
m alternate years. The Faculty, moreover, reserves the right to wi~·
draw any course for which there is not a sufficient number of appli·
cants.

~en a course with the same content is given as a two semester
hour mstead of ~ three semester hour course, a capital "A" follows the
course number m the printed schedules and official transcripts; when
a two semester hour course is extended to three semester hours a capital
"X" follows the course number.

DNISION OF LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
1. DEPARTMENT OF ENGU SH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
Major: A minimum of 27 hours, including courses 80, 81 and 199.
Minor: A minimum of 18 hours, including courses 80, 81.
0. Elementary Engljsb.

A course imposed without credit during Freshman year on
those Freshmen who prove deficient in En glish as taught
on the High School level. An examination to d etermine
such deficiency is given to all Freshmen in the first school·
week in September.
1. Rhetoric and Composition.
A course in the essentials of Rhetoric; with special em•

phasis on expository writing. Required of all Freshmen.
Prerequisite to all courses following. Three credit hours.
2. Rhetoric and Composition.

A continuation of the study of Rhetoric. Original com•
positions in argument, description, and narration. Required
of all Freshmen. Prerequisite to all courses following.
Three credit hours.
80. Survey of English Literature.

A review of authors and their works from the ongm of
English letters to the R omantic Revival. Outside readings
are required to supplement the work done in class. Three
credit hours.

81. Survey of English Literature.
A review o f authors and their works from the Romantic
Revival to the end of the Victorian Era. Outside readings
are assigned for written criticism. Three credit hours.
•106. Introduction to Chaucer.

Three credit hours.
112. Victorian Prose.

The major prose masters of the era are studied with refer•
ence to content and style. Carlyle, Arnold, Ruskin, New•
man. The background of the era is outlined, wi~h. its
important contemporaries, its politics, art, culture, religiOn,
agencies of education. Critical papers and analyse~ are as·
signed to supplement class discussions. Two credJt hours.
•125. Newman.

Cardinal Newman's contribution to the thought of his time
in religion, education, and culture forms the groundwork of
this course. The excellence of his literary style. The Ox•
ford Movement. The Apologia, The Idea of A University,
• Not offered In 1940• 1941.
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and The Present Position o f Catholics are read and an•
aly;:ed. Newman's verses and sermons are discussed. Em·
phasis is laid on his views and opinions as expressed in
The Idea. Two credit hours.
•13 1. The English N ovel.
Defoe, Richardson, Fielding, Scott, Austen, Eliot, Dickens,
T hackeray, Hardy, and Meredith are studied. Three credit
hours.
141. (41) Poetry.
A study of the mechanics of conventional verse-patterns;
the metre, verse, stan;:a. Modern patterns. Definition and
types. Readings from classic and modern poems. Hints to•
ward appreciation. I nstruction in the polite accomplish·
ment of composing verses. Three credit hours.
• 145. Victorian Poetry.
M ethods and subjects employed by representative Victorian
poets. Their views and opinions in the light of contempo•
rary movements in the religious, industrial, and cultural
life of their time. Three credit hours.
147. The R omantic Movemen t in English Poetry.
The significance of the Nineteenth Century revival, to•
gether with the varied characteristics manifested in the
poetry of Scott, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, Byron, and
Shelley. The nature and extent of the departure from the
classical tradition. Three credit hours.

• 157. Shakespeare.
Introduction to critical apparatus, sources, and conditions
prevailing in the stage and theatre of Shakespeare's time.
His life and work in relation to contemporary actors, audi•
ences, and social background. A group of comedies, trage•
dies and histories read for the enjoyment of their poetry
and dramatic effectiveness. Analysis of Shakespeare's great
heroines, villains, and clowns. Three credit hours.
170. The Catholic R evival in English Literature.
A survey of the literary work and influence of Catholic
authors from Cardinal Newman to the present day. T hree
credit hou rs.
• 180. History of Language.

Three credit hours.
•183. The Age of Milton.
The mind, art, and historical significance of the central
poet of the Puritan period, as revealed in the early books
of Paradise. Lost, in the masques, lyrics, and prose writings.
T hree credJt hours.
199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be arranged in each case. Maximum: Two credit
hours.
0

Not offered in 1940• 19 41.
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EXPRESSION
Administered by the Department of English Language
and Literature.

1. Principles of Vocal Expression.
A practical training in the fundamentals of effective speak•
ing: audience analysis and control, voice, gesture, emo•
tiona! control. Individual criticism. Two credit hours.
3. Theory of Argumentation and Debating.
The development of a case: analysis of a question, con•
struction of a brief, invention and arrangement of argu•
ments, detection of fallacies; all studied in a practical way.
One credit hour.

.5. Practical Oratory and Debating.
Practice in actual debating and discussing propositions ac•
cording to the general principles of parliamentary law.
Criticism and discussion of both thought content and de·
livery. One credit hour.

2. DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICAL lANGUAGES
AND LITERATURE
Courses in Art and Music Appreciation are administered by the
Department of Classical Languages and Literature.

ART

1. Oassical Art.
A study of classic Egyptian, Greek and Roman architec•
ture, sculpture and frescoes, with an appreciation of ancient
mythology and literature from the earliest beginnings t o
the rise of Christian art. Two credits hours.
2. Christian Art.
A course in Christian architecture, pamtmg and sculpture
from the time of Christ to the present day, including an
interpretation of Christian art in the light of contemporary
life. Two credit hours.

MUSIC
166. Appreciation of Music.
The purpose of this course is to give the student a prac•
tical knowledge of the various forms employed in musical
masterpieces, symphonies, concertos, and chamber music of
all kinds. Lectures, two hours a week; one semester. Two
credit hours.
167. Appreciation of Music.
Continuation of Ms. 166. The method of procedure is the
same. Additional compositions are analyzed. Lectures, two
hours a week; one semester. Two credit hours.
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GREEK
Major: Not offered.
Minor: A minimum of 14 hours, exclusive of courses A and B.

A. Elementary Greek.

B.

12.

41.

121.

* 144.

151.
* 187.

A course intended for students who have studied no Greek
before entering college. It consists in the mastery of the
grammar and syntax, reading and prose composition aa
outlined in Gleason's Greek Primer. Pour credit hours.
Elementary Greek.
A completion of the work descnbed under Course A. Prerequisite: Course A. Pour credit hours.
Plato.
Selections from the Apology in Greek, the remaindet in
English. I ntroduction to Plato's thought, and appraisal of
his position in Greek literature. Three credit hours.
Homer.
R eading and interpretation of portions of the Tiiad or
Odyssey. Three credit hours.
Demosthenes.
Selections from the Phillipics and the Crown; history of
the developments of Greek oratory. Three credit hours.
Greek P oetry.
Selections from standard Greek poets; literary appreciation
of their style and thought. Three credit hours.
Sophocles: Aeschylus.
Sophocles' Antigone or Oedipus King; Aeschylus' Prome•
theus; lectures on Greek drama. Three credit hours.
Greek Literature in En.g lish.
I nterpretation and appreciation of the masterpieces of
Greek literature, based upon the works of standard trans•
lators. Two credit hours.
LATIN

Major: A minimum of 24 hours, exclusive of courses C, D, and
including Course 199.
Minor: A minimum of 14 hours, exclusive of Courses C, D.
C. Cicero: Sallust.
Selections from the Orations Against Catiline, Pro Archia,
and Bellum Catilinae. Themes from Sonnenschein's Gate•
way to Latin Composition. Pour credit hours.
D . Virgil; Cicero.
Translation and interpretation of selections from the
Aeneid and Pro Lege Manilia. Themes as in Course C.
Pour credit hours.
Note: The above courses, C and D, are intended for
studen.ts who enter with insufficient preparation in Latin,
but will not be accepted in fulfillment of the required col·
lege Latin.
• Not oft'ered In 1940· 1941.

1. Latin Composition.

2.

3.

4.

11.

*12.

13.

*14.

24.

44.

Study of the principles of Latin idiom and prose style. Ap·
plication of these principles in themes. Required of stu•
dents taking Course 11. One credit hour.
Latin Composition.
~ continuation of Course l. Required of students taking
Course 12. One credit hour.
Advanced Latin Composition.
A continuation of Latin 1·2 intending to lead to proficiency
in the idiomatic translation of passages from English au•
thors. One credit hour.
Advanced Latin Composition.
A practical study in composition and style; the finer points
of Latin style emphasized in written exercises. One credit
hour.
Livy.
Book XXI. A study of Livy's style, particularly its diver•
gences from the p rose canons of the Ciceronian age. Three
credit hours.
Virgil
A study of the Aeneid, selections from books VII·XII. Col•
lateral readings on Virgil's style, the structure of the
A eneid, etc., required. Three credit hours.
Horace.
Selections from the Odes and Epodea. An introductory
study to Horace's lyric forms.
Tacitus.
Agricola and Germania. A study of the chief characteris•
tics of the style of Tacitus. The prose of the Empire. Three
credit hours.
Latin Prose Literature.
Introduction to life, works and style of representative classi•
cal Latin authors of prose. Study of technical terms, fig•
ures of speech, etc. Three credit hours.
Readings in Latin Poetry.
Introduction to life, works and style of representative classi•
cal Latin Poets. Study of meters, with verse schemes, and
technical poetic terms. Three credit hours.

* 121. The Latin Fathers.
Christian Latin compared to pagan in style and execution;
Christian background studied. Stylistic devices. Selections
largely taken from St. Augustine, The Confessions. Three
credit hours.
123. Cicero:
Discussion of the several types o f his works. Readings of
the De Amicitia, De Senectute and Pro Milone. Three
credit hours.
•Not offered In 1940·1941.
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148. Early Christian Latin Epic Poetry.
The Christian poets of the fourth, fifth and sixth centuries.
A literary study. Three credit hours.
*151. Selected Plays of Plautus; Terence.
Discussions of the characteristics of Roman Comedy. Exer•
cises in metrical reading in the plays. Three credit hours.
*161. Cicero's Tusculanae and Somnium Scipionis: Juneval
His philosophy; eclecticism; views on the nature of the soul
and the future life; the four great schools of Greek Philos•
ophy. Selected Satires from Juvenal. Three credit hours.
199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be arranged in each case. Maximum: two credit
hours.

3. DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES
AND UTERATURE
FRENCH
Major: A minimum of 20 hours, exclusive of Courses A and B
and including 199.
Minor: A minimum of 14 hours, exclusive of Courses A and B.
A. Elementary French.
Thorough study of the rudiments of grammar; pronuncia•
tian; vocabulary drill. Translation of connected French
prose. Four credit hours.
B. Elementary French.
A continuation of Course A . Grammar study; more in•
tensive vocabulary drill; study of idioms and gallicisms.
French short·story read in class. Four credit hours.
C. Intermediate French.
Grammar review, with special attention to problems in syo•
tax. (Texts: Malot, Sans Famille; Chateaubriand, Les Aven•
tures du Dernier Abencerage; Le Brete, Aimer Quand
M eme; Mendel·Delvaille, La France Vivante.) Four credit
hours.

D. Intermediate French.
Continuation of the work of Course C. (Texts: Coppee,
Dix Contes; Halevy, L'Abbe Constantin; Daudet, La Belle·
Nivernaise; Labiche, Le Voyage de Monsieur Perrichon;
Chinard, Scenes de la Vie Fran~se.) Four credit hours.
*123. Modern French Prose.
Texts: Souvestre, Un Philosophe Sous les Toits; Coppee
On Rend !'Argent; Maurois, En Am erique; Bordeaux, La
Peur de Vivre; Ba~in, Les Oberle. Three credit hours.
•Not offered In 1940· 1941.
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•141. French Poetry.
French Poetry of the Nineteenth Century. Reading from
Alfred de Vigny, Alfred de Musset, Lamartine and others
with an introduction to French versification. Three credit
hours.
175. French Civilization.
Medieval French society. Cultural tradition. Modern politi•
cal and social institutions. Three credit hours.
*180. Literature to the Present Day.
Texts: Chinard, Petite Histoire des Lettres Franc;aises; Des
Granges, Histoire de Ia Civilisation Franc;aise. Three credit
hours.
187. Contemporary Catholic Writers.
Three credit hours.
199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be arranged in each case. Maximum: two credit
hours.

GERMAN
Major: Not offered.
Minor: A minimum of 14 hours, exclusive of Courses A and B.
A. Elementary German.
This course is intended for students who have not pre•
sented German for admission. Pronunciation; essentials of
grammar; construction of German sentences; conversation;
readings and translations from prose selections. Pour credit
hours.

B. Elementary German.
Continuation of Course A. Grammar; chief rules of syntax
and word order; short compositions; conversation; easy
reading selections and translations from prose selections.
Four credit hours.
C. Intermediate German.
Open to students who have credit for German A and B
or who have presented elementary German for admission.
Intensive study of grammar and vocabulary ; dictation; com•
positions; translations and conversation. Extensive reading
of prose. Four credit hours.
D. Intermediate German.
A continuation of Course C. Completion of grammar
study; study of the more difficult points of syntax; read·
ing of selected texts with themes based upon the reading;
dictation; conversation and translations; poems. Four credit
hours.
•Not offered io 1940·1941.
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10 1. (1) Advanced German Literature.

Reading of modern short stories; speaal attention to liter·
ary characteristics. Three credit hours.
102. ( 2 ) Advanced German Literature.

Critical readmg of a German drama of the classic or real•
istic period; Lessing, Schiller, Goethe, Hebbel, Wilden·
bruch. Three credit hours.
103. ( 3a) German Scienti6c R eading.

Courses 3a and 3b are designed gradually to prepare the
studen t for the typical difficulties of scientific texts. For•
mation of words by derivation and composition; analysis
and u nderstanding component parts of words for scientific
reading. Readings and translations from scientific selections
with reference to electric supply industry; the modern
cities; the conception of the world; Medical research;
A natomy; Anthropology; Aviation; Biology; Botany;
Radio; etc. Three credit hours.
104. ( 3 b) G erman Scienti6c Reading.

Readings in Chemistry; Physics; Geology; Mining; Tech·
nology; Mathematics; Meteorology; etc. Translations and
interpretations. Three credit hours.
18 0. Survey o f G erman Literature.

German conversation course intended as an introduction to
the study of German literature and explanation of the
text. A survey of German literature up to the 19th Cen·
tury; presenting a view of the literary tendencies of the
various periods in German literature. Readings and study
of the contents of the chief works of the more important
authors. Niebelungenlied; Meistersinger; Klopstock; Lessing; Goethe; Schiller; Hebbel; etc. T h ree credit hours.
181. Survey of G ennan Litera ture.

An Anthology of German literatu re in the 19th and 20th
Cen tury. T he purpose of this course is to give a presenta•
tion of the significant movements and outstanding masters
throu_gh rather liberal selections up to the present time.
R eadmgs from Hoelderlin, Novalis, Tieck, Grimm, Bren·
tana, U hland, Kleist, Chamisso, Storm, H auptmann, Deb·
mel, R ilke, etc. Three credit hours.

SPANISH
Major: A minimum of 20 hours, exclusive of Courses A and B,

and including 199.
Minor: A minimum of 14 hours, exclusive of Courses A and B.
A. Elementary S p anish.
Pronunciation; easy reading, with translation; regular verbs;
parts of speech; construction of sentences. Pour credit
hours.
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B. Elementary Spanish.
A continuation of Course A . Constant practice in apeak·
mg and wr:iting Spanish; special study of idioms; irregu•
Jar verbs; d1fference in tense meanings. Prerequisite: Course
A . Four credit h ours.

C. Intermediate Spanish.
The more difficult parts of grammar; conversation and com•
position; readings from Palacio Valdes, Jose. Prerequisite
Course B. Four credit hours.

D. Intermediate Spanish.
A continuation of Course C . Essentials of grammar study
concluded; exercises in Spanish syntax. Readings from Jose
and Isaacs, Maria. Prerequisite: Course C. Four credit
hours.
•101. Commercial Spanish.

Must be preceded by or taken concurrently with Spanish
C·D. Practice in colloquial Spanish, commercial forma,
letter•writing, and advertisements. Luria, Correpondencia
Commercial; current journals and other literature. Three
credit hours.

130. Oassical Prose.
Selection from Cervantes, Don Quixote de Ia Mancha; St.
Theresa, Life; Ribadeneira, Historia del Cisma de Ingla·
terra, selections. Anthology of Spanish Literature. Three
credit hours.
140. Modern Prose.
Luis Coloma, Jeromin, Boy, La Reina Martin; Jose Maria
Pereda, Penas Arriba, Cuentos y N ovelas; Saj, Europa
salvaje; Pernan Caballero, La Gaviota, Clemencia; Valvuena,
Estudios criticos; Selections. Three credit h ours.

• t46. Modern Poetry.
Selections from the writings of Alberto Risco, Jose Selgaa,
Nune~ de Arce, Zorilla, and others. Three credit hours.
•180. Survey of Literature to the Renaissance.
Three credit h ours.
•181. Survey of Literature from the RenaU.ance.

Three credit hours.
•t84. Contemporaneous Prose.
Three credit hours.

199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be arranged in each case. Ma:ximum: Two credit
h ours.
•Not offered In

19~0· 19~1 .
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DIVISION OF PHILOSOPHY, RELIGION AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES
1.

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Major: Not offered.
Minor: Fifteen semester hours including course 122.
1. General Principles of Education.

A study of principles underlying education. The student
will estimate the relative values of educational theories and
agencies which direct and motivate the work of the schools.
This course or course 11 is prerequisite to upper-division
courses. Three credit hours.
5. Character Education.

A course dealing with the problema of mental hygiene,
habit formation, moral adjustment, and the development of
natural virtues. One credit hour.

•u.

History of Education.
A survey of the development of educational theory and
practice from ancient times to the present. This course or
course 1 is prerequisite to upper-division courses. Three
credit hours.

103. Principles, Secondary Education.

The development of secondary education. A study of the
aims and functions of secondary education, recent growth,
types of reorganiution, and programs of study. Three
credit hours.
*122. Educational Psychology.

A practical application of the principles of psychology to
the conduct of teaching and to the learning process, laying
stress upon those factors and laws which will aid in the
presentation of the subject-matter and which will facilitate
the acquisition of knowledge. Three credit hours.
141. High School Administration.

Problems, aim, organi:r.ation, and procedure in the ad·
ministration and supervision of secondary schools; the re•
lationsh!p of superintendent, principal, teachers; the pupils
and theJ.r needs; studies and allied activities; daily schedule;
records and reports; graduation requirements; discipline;
social organi~ations; athletics; plant and equipment; exter·
nal relations of the high school. Three credit hours.
151. Methods of Teaching.

A study of the principles and practices relating to the
instructional activities of the classroom teacher. This course
is prerequisite to courses 155 and 156. Three credit hours.
•Not offered in 1940•1941.
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156. Practical Work in H. S. T eaching.

P_r~ctical experience fn ~h.e conduct of classes under auper•
VISIOn; l~sson pla:ns; mdtv1dual conferences with supervisors
of practice teachmg. Four credit hours.

2.

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

Major: A minimum of 24 hours, including Coune 199.
Minor: A minimum of 1 S' h ours.

1. American Government, Part I.
Topics: Theories of the state and of government, English
and colonial background, first state and national govern•
ments, national constitution and its principles, presidency,
national administrative system. Congress: nature and or•
ganiution, powers of Congress, Federal judiciary. Three
credit hours.
2. American Government, Part U.
Topics: Foreign affairs and the government of territories,
states and the federal system, citizenship and suffrage,
political party system, state constitutions, state legislatures,
governor and state administration, state judiciary, county
government, city government, "New Deal." Three credit
hours.

13. European Civilization to the Peace of Westphalia (1648).
Topics: Rome-Republic and Empire, rise and triumph of
Christianity, monasticism, barbaric invasions, Frankish em•
pire, By~antine civilliation, Mohammedanism, feudalism,
Crusades, synthesis of thirteenth century, Renaissance, Age
of Discovery, Protestant Revolt, Thirty Years War. Three
credit hours.
14. European Civilization From the Peace of Westphalia (1648) to
the Present Time.
T opics: National monarchies, colonial expansion, Age of
Enlightenment, French Revolution, Napoleonic Era, ad·
vance of democracy and liberalism, growth of nationalism,
economic development, cultural and social development,
imperialism, World War, national and international post•
war problems. Three credit hours.
•32. United States History to 1865.

T ories: Expansion of Europe, English emigration, provin·
cia America, British colonial policies, Anglo·French strug•
gle, American Revolution, establishing a new nation, Fed·
eralist regime, Jeffersonian era, premature nationalism,
Jacksonian period, "Manifest D estiny," slavery and sec·
tionalism, Civil War. Three credit hours.
~offered In 19•0·19•1.
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•33. United States History Since 186~.
Topics: Reconstruction, a new economic order, political
scene, control of transportation, tariff and trusts, labor,
trend of diplomacy, colonial empire, Theodore Roosevelt
Era, Wilsonian Liberalism, United States and the World
War, War's aftermath, current problems. Three credit
hours.

110. Medieval Europe ( 300 to 1 ~00).
Europe from the fall of Rome to the rise of nationalities.
T he objective of the course is an appreciative understand·
ing of those ages and forces which moulded the civiliu·
tion which bas come to be our own. Stress will be laid on
the significant factors of medieval civili~ation. Three credit
hours.
122. England, 1485-Present Time.
Following a resume of the medieval backgrounds the course
will deal with the Reformation and Tudor despotism, the
struggle of the Stuarts and the growth of democracy, the
Industrial Revolution, and the liberalism, imperialism and
nationalism of the nineteenth century. England's position
in the world of today is analyz;ed. Three credit hours.
133. Hispanic America, Colonial and Republican.

Treats the setting in the New World, the Iberian back·
ground, conquest and coloniz;ation, colonial institutions in
Spanish America. This is followed by a consideration of
the I ndependence Movement. The republican history of
each Latin American country is then taken individually.
Lastly, social and cultural conditions, economic and indus•
t rial progress, and international relations are discussed.
Three credit hours.
• 137. Special T opics in American History.

Any one of the following may be selected: Foreign Policy,
Westward Movement, Current Problems, Constitutional
H istory, Party Politics, American National Government
(formerly H s. 13 5), etc. Three credit hours.
183. Special Topics in European History.
Is concerned largely with selected topics of current interest in the field of European history, e.g., Rise of Dictator•
ships, Democratic Governments, International Relations,
etc. A critical analysis of this subject matter is attempted.
Three credit hours.
•ts~.

The Reformation.
The religious upheaval will be studied as a phase of a
much larger historical movement, the Renaissance. Politi•
cal, religious, and economic causes for the Protestant Re·
volt. The Catholic Counter-reformation: The Council of
Trent and the rise of new religious orders. Three credit
hours.

•Not ofFered In 1940• 1941.
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186. The Era of the French Revolution.
It will be the objective of this course to interpret the
French Revolution as one of the very important causes
of the political and economic, intellectual, religious and
social trends of the Nineteenth Century. Three credit
hours.
199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be arranged in each case. Maximum: two credit
hours.

•

3.

DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY
Major: A minimum of 18 hours in courses above 99, and includ•
ing 199.
Minor: A minimum of 12 hours in courses above 99.

1. Logic.

This course is designed to present to the student the laws
of thought in a concise manner. It will include such mat•
ters as: the nature and acts of the mind; ideas ; judgments;
the syllogism; the laws of correct reasoning ; induction and
deduction ; argumentation and proof. Required in all un•
dergraduate curricula. Prerequisite for all upper-division
courses. Lectures, three hours a week. Three credit hours.
25. General and Applied Ethics.
A course dealing summarily with general ethics, the nature
of the moral law, conscience, rights, and duties. It also
deals with right to property, life, and honor, and with the
rights and obligations of domestic and civil society. Two
credit hours.
31. Psychology.

A compendious course, embracing the fundamental find·
ings of psychology and showing the application o f psycho•
logical principles. Two credit hours.

• uo.

Epistemology.
Questions of epistemology; truth and error, the nature of
fact and of certitude, the value of human testimony, the
criterion of truth. Two credit hours.

125. General Ethics.
In this course are treated the subjects belonging to general
theory; the nature of the moral act, the distinction between
moral good and moral evil, moral habits, natural and posi•
tive moral law, conscience, rights, and duties. Three credit
hours.
•Not offered In 1940• 1941.
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126. Applied Ethics.

The application of the general principles of ethics to particular, individual and social rights and obligations; the
right to property, life, honor, the rights and obligations
of domestic society; marriage and divorce; civil society, its
nature and forms; the rights of civil authority; church and
state; the ethics of international relations, peace and war.
Three credit hours.
131. General Psychology.

The nature of organic life, consciousness, the reflexes, sen•
sation, perception, instincts, imagination, attention, learn•
ing, retention, intelligence, origin and nature of the sou~
the feelings and emotions, volition, motivation, individual
differences, fatigue, and personality. Three credit hours.
135. Educational Psychology.

This course is the same as Education 122. Three credit
hours.
141. Ontology.

The notion of being, act and potency, substance and acci·
dent, relation and cause. Two credit hours.
•151. Cosmology.

The origin of the material universe; the constitution of in•
organic bodies, organic life; the laws of physical nature.
Two credit hours.
155. N atural Theology.

Natural Theology, includin!t: the idea of God, the proofs
for the existence of God, the attributes of God, and free•
will, the divine action in the universe, providence. Two
credit hours.
•162. History of Ancient Philosophy.

History of Ancient Greek Philosophy. In ancient Greek
philosophy attention is directed primarily to the teachings
of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle and to the systems of Stoi•
cism and Epicureanism. Plotinus is taken as representative
of the Alexandrian movement; and St. Augustine is studied
as the most conspicuous example of the early Christian
philosopher. This course is carried on by means of lee•
tur~s and recitations and the reading of representative se·
lections. Three credit hours.
•Not offered in 1940·1941.
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• 163. History o£ Modern Philosophy.
History of Medieval and Modern Philosophy. I n the study
of medieval philosophy attention is centered on the origin
and development of Scholastic philosophy and on the sys•
tem of St. Thomas as the most complete synthesis of
medieval thought. In the division of modem philosophy,
Descartes, Locke, Hume, Hegel, and Spencer are taken
for special study. Among present•day tendencies, the re•
vival of Scholasticism and the trend toward realism are no•
ticed. Lectures, recitations, readings and discussion. Three
credit hours.
199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be ar ranged in each case. Maximum: two credit
hours.
4. DEPARTMENT OF REUGION
Major and Minor not offered.

1. Revealed Religion.
This course is designed to assi!t Freshmen who have had
no religious instruction in high school. It treats of the
foundations of Christianity; the claims and credentials of
Christ: the Church of Christ; Faith; Sources of Revelation;
the chief Christian doctrines; the means of grace; the Sac•
raments; and eternal life. Given in the first semester. Two
lectures weekly. Two credit hours.
2. Orientation Course in Religion.
This is a survey course covering by lecture, discussion, and
the solution of problems, the doctrines of the Faith which
are most closely related to the lives of Catholic college stu•
dents. It discusses the purpose of a Catholic college, the
virtues most desirable in the college student; the main
historic backgrounds of religion; the fundamental ideas of
worship and Catholic Action; and in general provides the
Freshman with the broad outlines of Catholic philosophy,
devotional life, doctrine and practice which will guide him
in subsequent courses in the d~partment. Given in the first
semester. Two lectures weekly. Two credit hours.
3 . Catholic Life and W orsh ip.
This course treats of the Supernatural Life; the Church as
the Mystical Body of Christ; the principles and practice of
Catholic Worship with special emphasis on the Sacrifice
of the Mass, the Sacraments, the priesthood of the laity,
and the doctrinal basis of Catholic Action. Given in the
second semester. Two lectures weekly. Two credit hours.
4. Christian Origins.
An examination of the philosophic and historic founda•
tions of Christianity. The existence of God as known
through reason; Revelation; the claims of Christ; the
Church. Given in the first semester of Sophomore year.
Two lectures weekly. Two credit hours.
• Not offued !n 1940·1941.
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'· The Catholic in the World.
A course in applied religion. An analysis of the chief ideol·
ogies which make up the intellectual and moral environ·
ment of Catholics in the world, and an expose of their
shortcomings in the light of Catholic principles. Emphasi5
is laid upon the Catholic position in regard to the various
forms of Totalitarianism. Given in the second semester of
Sophomore year. Two lectures weekly. Two credit hours.
104. The Obligations of Catholics.
An advanced study of the principles of morality and of the
precepts of God and of the Church. An important part of
this course is the analysis of cases illustrating the principles
of Catholic moral theology. One lecture weekly. One credit
hour.
10.5. Sacred Scripture.
The existence, nature and extent of inspiration. The Bible
in general. Special problems in biblical knowledge. Old
Testament: archaeology and the Bible; Creation and the
Pall. New Testament: authenticity, integrity and trust•
worthiness. The Bible as literature. One lecture weekly.
One credit h our.
1 12. The Formation of Catholic Charactec.

Integration of the Natural Law with Catholic moral prin•
ciples in connection with the development of the integral
Catholic gentleman : the relative roles of reason and revela·
tion in the guidance of conduct; application of moral prin·
ciples to the life problem of the individual as a person and
as a member of society. General principles of mental hy·
giene; studies in moral maladjustment. One lecture weekly.
One credit hour.
13.5. Selected Questions in Catholic Doctrine.
Consideration of fifteen of the most important doctrines of
the Church about which adult Catholics should have def·
inite understanding. Among these are: Divine Providence;
human suffering; predestination ; miracles; creation; eternal
punishment; infallibility; salvation outside the Catholic
Church. One lecture weekly. One credit hour.
•136. The Theology of the Catholic Revival.
A study of those dynamic doctrines which are being em•
phasited in contemporary Catholic thought, prayer, and
practice. Among these doctrines are the IndweUing of the
H oly Ghost, Sanctifying Grace, Mediation, the Sacrifice of
the Cross, the Sacrifice of the Mass, lay participation in
Christ's Priesthood. One lecture weekly. One credit hour.
137. Modem Problems.
Discussion of the Church's position on modern questions,
such . as:. the role of the State in Education; compulsory
sterilization ; cooperation between Protestants, Jews, and
•Not oll'ered in 1940• 1941.
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Catholics; Consumers' Cooperatives; the ~atholic and polit·
icallife; the Catholic and labor unions. One lecture weekly.
One credit hour.

•

138. The Supernatural Life.
A course designed to clarify and systematize notions of the
ascetical and mystical life. The nature and organization of
the supernatural life. The divine component, participation
in the life of God; the human element, cooperation with
God. The nature, obligation, and means of perfection. The
stages of perfection. Survey of Mysticism. One lecture
weekly. One credit hour.
139. Catholic Social Action.
A th orough discussion of the principles upon which the
reconstruction of the social order must be based. This
course is based upon the social encyclicals of Leo XIII and
Pius XI. One lecture weekly. One credit hour.
144. The Liturgy of the Olurch.
The philosophy of worship; the notion of sacrifice; sacri·
fice in pre-Christian times; the Sacrifice of the Cross; the
Sacri1ice of the Mass: the principles and practice of social·
ized worship; the relation of the Liturgy to Catholic Ac·
tion. This course draws heavily on the history of Catholic
practice as well as on the dogmas involved in the Catholic
worship. Prerequisite: Course 136, The Theology o£ the
Catholic Revival. One lecture weekly. One credit hour.
14.5. Catholic Marriage.
A course presenting the Catholic doctrine on the married
state; the Church's part in determining morality; Marriage
as a Sacrament; the respective power of Church and State
over marriage; pre-nuptial morality; pre•nuptial require•
ments; general preparation for marriage; the rights and
duties of the married couple; divorce, birth control, and
allied enemies of marriage. One lecture weekly. Two credit
h ours.

SOCIOLOGY

•

la. Introduction to the Sciences of Sociology.
The basic ideas and principles of sociology. The definition,
purpose, field and divisions of sociology; nature of man
and the postulates; approaches to sociology; social groups;
social processes; products of social processes. Two credit
hours .
lb. A Continuation of la.
Two credit hours.
2. Introduction to Social Problems.
.
This is a survey course beginning with industry, wor~tng
conditions wages, unionism, industrial co-operation, n sks,
unemployr'nent; next considering_ the subjects of poverty,
relief, crime, delinquency, eugemcs, etc.; finally! the fa~m
problem, the ~e~ro pr<?blem,_ educational so~rety, socral
service and ChnstJan soc1al actiOn. Three cred1t hours.
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DIVISION OF NAT URAL SCIENCES AND
MATHEMATICS
1.

DEPARTMENT O F BIOLOGY

Major: A minimum of 26 hours, including Course 199.
Minor : A minimum of 16 hours.
1. General Biology.

An introduction to the study of living matter. The ele·
ments of morphology and physiology are stressed and fund·
amental viewpoints are emphasited. The study of the prop·
erties of protoplasm, the cell as an organism, the cell as the
unit of structure in plant and animal organization is also
included. Two lectures, quiz, two laboratory periods a week.
Four credit hours.
.5. General Zoology.
A d iscussion of the morphological principles of the inver•
tebrate body. The increase in complexity of the various
systems is treated from a comparative viewpoint in the
lectures. In the laboratory an intensive study is made of
type forms from the Coelenterates to the Chordates. The
value of the structures as basal elements of invertebrate
anatomy, the principles of homology and adaptive radia•
tion are stressed. Two lectures, quiz, two laboratory periods
a week. Four credit hours.
10. Cultural Biology.
A survey of general principles and discu<sion of practical
applications to human problems. Emphasis is placed upon
the physiological and behavioristic viewpoints. Demonstra•
tion experiments will supplement the lectures. The course
is of suppositional value to studies in philosophy. Two
semesters. Six credit hours.
Demonstration fee, $2.00 a semester.
Note: T his course does not satisfy pre-dental, pre•medical,
or Bachelor of Science degree requirements.
21. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy.
A study in the development and structure of vertebrates
'lll:'ith detailed comparison of the organ systems. Prerequi·
Site: Zoology 5. 2 lectures, quiz, two laboratory periods a
week. Five credit hours .
.51. Vertebrate Embryology.
M aturation, fertilitation, and cleavage in various typical
forms. Embryo formation in the chordates is studied and
compare~ with some care. Prerequisite: Zoology 5. 3 lee•
tures, qUJZ, 2 laboratory periods a week. Five credit hours.
•120. General Physiology.
Three credit hours.
121. Cytology.
A study of _the l!lorphology of cells with particular refer•
ence to the )uncbons of cells in development and heredity.
•Not offered !n 194(l-1941.
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The course may include reviews of literature, informal con•
ferences and an introduction to methods of cytological
technique. Lectures, two hours a week; laboratory, fours
hours a week; one semester. Pour credit hours.
131. Functional Anatomy.
2 lectures, quit weekly. 3 laboratory periods a week. Pre•
requisite: Course 21. Five credit hours.
141. Genetia.
The history, evidence, and principles of evolution and gen•
etics with their application to modern eugenic problems.
Prerequisite: Course 51. Three credit hours.
159. Consultation Course.
See Professor to arrange content and credit.

181. Biological Technique.
3 laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite Course 1 or 2 or
5. Three credit hours.
191. Biological Journal Oub.
One hour a week. Two semesters. Two credit hours.

199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be arranged in each case. Maximum: two credit
h ours.

2.

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

Major: Minimum of 26 hrs., including courses 13, 14, 130, 131,
142, 143, 199.
Minor: Minimum of 16 hrs., including courses 13, 14, 142 and
143.
1. General Inorganic Chemistry.
The study of chemical change, structure and states of mat•
ter, preparation and properties of inorganic substances, cal·
culations, equations, ioniz;ation, chemical equilibrium. 2 lec·
tures, quit, 2 laboratory periods a week. Pour credit hours.
2. General Inorganic Chemistry.

A continuation of course 1, applying principles already
learned to qualitative analysis. Lectures on the separation
and detection of ions. The theory develops the laws of
chemical equihbrium, ionization, etc. 2 lectures, quiz;, 2
laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite: Course 1. Four
credit hours.
13. Quantitative Analysis.
Volumetric and gravimetric methods of quantitative deter•
mination of inorganic substances. Theory and problem
work are emphasiz;ed. 1 lecture, quit, 3 laboratory periods
a week. Four credit hours.
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14. Quantitative Analysis.
Continuation of Course 13. Prerequisite 13. 1 lecture, quiz,
3 laboratory periods a week. Pour credit hours.
113. Advanced Quantitative Analysis.
1 lecture a week, 2 laboratory periods a week. Prerequisite:
Course 13. Three credit hours.
114. W ater Analysis, Ftte Analysis.
Prerequisite: Course 13. Pour credit hours.
124. Physiological Chemistry.
Lectures on proteins, fats, carbohydrates, enzymes, diges•
tive secretions, milk, foods, toxicology, and urine. Two
lectur es, qui~;, and two laboratory periods a week. One
semester. Pour cr edit hours.
130. Physical Chemistry.
Quantitative and descriptive •tudy of the basic laws of
chemistry; the nature of gases, liquids. solids, solutions, col•
loids; equilibrium, thermodynamics: kinetics, electrochem·
istry. 2 lectures, quiz, 2 laboratory periods weekly. Pre•
requisite: Courses 14, 143, Calculus (concurrently}, and
Physics 2. Four credit hours.
131. Physical Chemistry.

Continuation of Course I 30. 2 lectures and 2 laboratory
periods a week. Prerequisite: Course 130. Pour credit hours.
142. Organic Chemistry.
T he str ucture, properties and reactions of aliphatic hydr<Y
carbons and their derivatives. The electronic theory of
valence is em phasited. 2 lectures, quiz, and 2 laboratory
periods a week. Prerequisite: Course 2. Pour credit hours.
143. Organic Chemistry.
Continuation of Course 14 2 with attention directed to
cyclic compounds, especially benzene and its derivatives,
p roteins and carbohydrates. Prerequisite: Course 142. 2 lee·
tures, quiz, 2 laboratory periods weekly. Four credit hours.
199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be arranged in each case. Maximum: Two credit
hours.

GEOLOGY
1. Physical Geology.
ln~rod uction: the earth as a planet; an outline of its face.
Minerals and rocks of the continental crust. Erosion and
sedimentation: meteorological agencies; running water;
subsur~ace ~ter; gla~er, the ocean. Igneous rocks. Meta•
morphism .. D iastrophism. Volcanoes and Volcanism. Earth·
quak es. H istory of the mountains. Land forms. Prerequi•
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sJte: a course in Chemistry or Physics; Sophomore stand·
mg. Lectures, three hours a week; laboratory, one period a
week, and field work. Pour credit hours.

'"

r

2. Hinorical Geology.

Order of stratigraphical succession. Pre·Cambrian times and
rocks. Survey of the Paleo~oic, Mesotoic and Cenotoic
times. The Pleistocene and the glacial theory. Evidences of
Early Man. Theoretical questions. Prerequisite: course 1.
Lectures, three hours a week; laboratory, one period a
week, and field work. Pour credit hours.

3.

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

Major: A mm1mum of 20 hours and including Courses 40, 13 1,
142, 151, 152, 1H, 199.
Minor: A minimum of 12 hours, exclusive of courses numbered
below 40. It includes courses 40, 151, 152.
Course 11 is open only to those who have bad three
semesters of High School Algebra, and must be taken by
students who intend to do advanced work in mathematics
or science.

B. Solid Geometry.
A course for those who have not bad aolid geometry in
high school. Two credit hours.
1.

lntermedi:1te Algebra.
Review, quadratic and simultaneous quadratic equationa,
progressions, binomial theorem, determinants, variation .
Three credit hours.

3. Mathematics of Finance.
A review of algebra: fundamental operations; parenth esis;
factoring; fractions, simple and compound; simple equa·
tions; system of linear equations; exponents, logarithma;
equations, quadratic and exponential; radicals; binominal
expansions; series, arithmetical and geometrical; permuta•
tions; combinations; probability. This is followed by a
study of applications to business: methods of calculationa;
percentage; simple interest and discount; bank discount;
multiple discounts; present worth; equation of value and
accounts; partnership. Prerequisite: one unit of high school
Algebra. Three credit hours.
4. Mathematics of FIII:IDCe.
A study of compound interest and discount; annuities; iink•
ing funds and amortitations; valuation of bonds; deprecia•
tion; life annuities; probability and life insurance; ':'aluation
of policies and reserves. Prerequisite: Mathematics 3 or
equivalent. Three credit hours.
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11. College Algebra.

Content: Algebraic concepts and laws; the theory of quad·
ratic equations; simultaneous quadratic equations; progres•
sions; binomial theorem; the theory of equations in the
Horner's method; determinants; partial fractions, etc. Pre·
requisite: Algebra, one and one·half units. Three credit
hours.
31. Plane Trigonometry.

Trigonometric functions of acute angles; the right triangle;
logarithms; goniometry; the oblique triangle; graphs of
trigonometric functions; trigonometric equations; the ex•
ponential series, etc. Three credit hours.
40. Plane Analytic Geometry.

The Cartesian plane, the straight line, the circle, the para•
bola, the ellipse, the hyperbola; transformation of co•
ordinates; polar coordinates; loci and their equatioM, etc.
Prerequisite: Courses 1 1 and 31. Three credit houn.
131. Spherical Trigonometry.

It treats of the right and oblique spherical triangle and
the astromonical triangle. Prerequisite: Courses B, 11 and
31. Two credit hours.
142. Solid Analytic Geometry,

This course deals chiefly with lines, planes, surfaces in
Cartesian space; transformation of coordinates; general
equation of second degree and properties of quadrics. Pre•
requisite: Courses B and 40. Three credit hours.
151. Differential Calculus.
Fundamental notions of variables, functions, limits, deriva•
tives and differentials; differentiation of ordinary algebraic,
exponential, trigonometric and anti·trigonometric functions
with apflications to geometry and physics; evolutes; the·
orem o mean value; partial derivatives and differentials.
Prerequisite: Course 40. Four credit hours.

152. Integral Calculus.
The . indefinite and definite integral; elementary processes
and mtegrals; geometric application to plane areas, length
of curves, volumes and areas of surfaces of revolution;
formal integration by various devices; infinite series; expan·
sion _o_f functions in infinite series; multiple integrals. Pre•
reqwsJte: Course 151. Four credit houra.
153. Advanced Calculus.
Solution of ordinary differential equations· various appli·
cations of multiple integrals. Prerequisite; Courses 142
and 152. Two credit hours.
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1.54. Advanced Calculus.
Two credit hours.

•

II

199. Senior Thesis.
Prerequisite: Course 153. Credit to be arranged in each
case. Maximum: Two credit hours.

ENGINEERING ORAWING
1. Mechanical Drawing.

Lettering; orthographic projection; working drawings;
graphical representations; isometric, oblique, and perspec•
tive projections; plates and tracings. Lectures and labora•
tory. Four credit hours.
10. Descriptive Geometry.
Theory of orthographic projection. Intersection and de•
velopment of surfaces. Perspective. Lectures and labora•
tory. Four credit hours.

4.

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Major: Not offered.
Minor: A minimum of 15 hours.
1. General Physics.

Lectures and experimental demonstrations in Mechanics,
Sound, Light, H eat, Magnetism and Electricity. Prescribed
for P re-Medical students. Must be preceded or accom•
panied by a course in Plane Trigonometry. 2 lectures, qui~,
2 laboratory periods weekly. Four credit hours.
2. General Physics.

A continuation of Course 1. 2 lectures, quh, 2 laboratory
p eriods weekly. Four credit hours.

The upper-division courses must be preceded or accompanied by a
course in Calculus.

p

103. Molecular Physics and Heat.
Prerequisite: Course 2. Four credit hours.
1 04.

M:tgnetism and Electricity.
Prerequisite: Course 2. Four credit hours.

* 10.5. Advanced Course in Wave Motion and Light.
Prerequisite: Course 2. Four credit hours.
•Not offered In

1940·19~1.
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DNISION OF COMMERCE AND FINANCE
1.

D EPART MENT O F ACCOUNTING

Major: A minimum of 24 hours, including Course 199.
Minor: A minimum of 18 hours.
1. Accounting Principles.
Theory of debit and credit, use of books of original entry
including multi·column journals and controlling accounts,
p rinciples underlying accounting for sole proprietorships,
t he preparation of statements, closing and adjusting entries.
N umerous illustrative problems. A practice set. Three
cred it hours.
2. Accounting Principles.
A study of the more involved procedures in accounting fo r
the transactions of partnerships and corporations, including
those of manufacturing companies. Numerous illustrative
problems. Two practice sets. Prerequisite: Accounting 1.
T hree credit hours.
10. Ad vanced Accounting.
Review of statement making and analysis. Comprehensive
treatment of the problems of valuation and classification.
Numerous problems. Prerequisite: Accounting 2. Three
credit hours.

11. Advanced A ccounting.
Special applications of accounting principles to peculiar
types of enterprise. Consignment sales, installment sales,
branch operations. Consolidated statements for holding
companies and their affiliates. Receiverships. Liquidations.
Fiduciary Acco\lnting. Numerous problems. Prerequisite:
Accounting 10. T hree credit houra.
120. Cost Accounting.
The necessity of Cost Accounting in modern industry; the
methods used; factory organization; materials control; labor
control; plans of wages payment and distribution to orders;
p~yroll records; time-keeping plans and mechanical de·
y•ces! nature of manufacturing expense; selling and admin·
tstrat.•~e cost apportionment to products; cost systems. Pre•
requlSlte: Accounting 11. Three credit hours.
•130. Auditing.
The theory and practice of auditing. Purpose and classes
of audits; detailed procedure in the veri6c;~tion of original
records; audits of cash, accounts receivable, inventories,
plant, liabilities, capital stock and surplus; analysis of ac•
counts and preparation of working papers; certified state•
ments and reports. Prerequisite: Accounting 11. Two
credit hours.
• Not offered in 1940·19H.
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133. Income Tax Accounting.
Three credit hours.
13.5. Accounting System...
A study of various types of accounting systems and of the
principles of system installment. Prerequisite: Accounting
11. Three credit hours.
136. C.P.A. Problems.
Problems and questions selected from actual C. P. A. ex•
aminations. A thorough drill in the methodical analysis of
complex problems and in the preparation of the necessary
working papers and statements required in their solutions.
Prerequisite: Twelve semester hours of Accounting. Three
credit hours.

137. C. P. A. Problem...
Problems and questions selected from actual C. P. A . ex•
aminations to present a review of the field of Accounting.
Prerequisite: Twelve semester hours of Accounting. Two
credit hours.
•190. Seminar in Accounting.
For advanced students. Three credit houra.
199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be arranged in each case. Maximum: Two credit
hour•.

2.

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, flNANCE
AND .MERCHANDISING

ECONOMICS
Major: A minimum of 24 hours, including Courses ,., 6,
199.

,-o and

Minor: A minimum of 15 hours.

D

.5. Principles of Economics.
A critical analysis of the fundamental principles and prob·
!ems of production, consumption and exchange. An in·
quiry into the Christian principles involved. Three credit
hours.
6. Principles of Economics.

A critical analysis of the fundamental principles and prob·
!ems of distribution. An inquiry into the Christian prin•
ciples involved. Three credit hours.
•Noc olered In

19~0·19~1.
~,.-

50. Economic History o f the U . S.
A study of the five principal epochs of the economic de•
velopment of the United States: the nation as a part of the
old world system; Agricultural Era; America's modification
of the Agricultural Era; origins of Big Business and Indus•
trialism; World Markets and Commercialism; American
domination. Three credit hours.
60. Economic Resources.
A survey of the various phases of agriculture, fisheries,
manufacture; laws of trade, trade routes, trade centers, bal·
ance of trade, industrial development. The influence of
geographic factors on the commercial policies of nations.
T hree credit hours.

•uo.

Business Organization and ControL
An intensive study of the form s of organitation adopted by
business units. Concentration of economic power. The
governmental regulations concerning business organitations.
Three credit hours.

• 120. Foreign Trade.

A study of the principles underlying international ex•
change. Careful analysis of the present situation in an
effort to determine the future of American business rela•
tions with other nations. Three credit hours.
•121. Transportation.

The history, economics and regulation of railways, water•
ways, highways and airways. Problems of adequacy, control
and coordination. Three credit hours.
• 140. Labor Problems.

The economic, legal and social condition of the working
classes. A study of the Christian principles involved. A
survey of the remedies proposed. The necessary recon•
struction of the social order. Three credit hours.
161. Business Law.

An introduction to the study of law and its administration,
Property, Torts, Contracts, Agency, Employer-employee re•
lationships, Negotiable I nstruments. Three credit hours.
162. Business Law.

An introduction to the study of law and its administration,
Insurance, Bailments, Carriers, Sales, Partnership, Corporations, Deeds of Conveyance, M ortgages, Landlord and
Tenant, Business Crimes. Three credit hours.

199. Senior Thesis.
Credit to be arranged in each case. Maximum: Two credit
hours.
• Not offered In 1940•1941 .
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FINANCE
Major: Not offered.
Minor: A minimum of 12 hours in addition to Economia 5 and 6
or 50 and 60.
100. lnvestment3.
A study of the nature, method and laws of investment; the
relation of speculation to investment; government, state,
county and municipal securities; stocks and bonds of public
service companies, railroads, industrial corporations, real
estate bonds and mortgages, and other common investment
fluctuations; stock markets. Three credit hours.
*109. Insurance.
A study of the principles and practices of insurance ; chief
types of insurance, their qualities and significance. Three
credit hours.

•uo.

Credits and Collections.
A study of the principles of practices of credit manage•
ment and collection management; the organization of the
department; procedure; sources of information; control.
Three credit hours.

*120. Money and Banking.
A brief treatment of the subject as outlined in 122 and
123. Three credit hours.
122. Money and Credit.
A study of the nature and functions of money and credit;
history; standards; bank currency; credit instruments; circu•
lation ; reforms; control. Three credit hours.

123. Banking.
A study of the State Banks, National Banks, Federal Re•
6erve System; Foreign Banking Systems; N on•Commercial
Banks; Agricultural Banking System; legislation; reforms;
control. Three credit hours.
*124. Development of Banking Thought Since 1913.
Three credit hours.
130. Corporation F'mance.
A study of financial organi~tion, types of securities, finan•
cial plans; management of reserves, working capital, sink·
ing funds, dividend policy; refunding ; reorganization; con•
solidation. Three credit hours.
•Not offered In 19•0· 19•1.
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MERCHANDISING
Major: Not offered.
Minor: A minimum of 12 hours in addition to Economics 5 and 6
or 50 and 60.
100. Marketing.
A summary of the principles involved in the marketing of
commodities by the important market institutions; inde·
pendent, chain and department stores; mail order houses,
wholesalers, etc. Marketing problems. Three credit hours.
*120. Principles of Advertising.
Fundamental principles; copy; layout; printing; engraving;
media; research; plans and campaigns. Three credit hours.
*122. Sales Management.
A study of the principles and problems of directing sales
effort in retailing, wholesaling, and manufacturing. Three
credit hours.
124. Salesmanship.
The underlying economic, psychological and ethical lawa
which govern salesmanship. Three credit houra.
*148. R etail Merchandising.
A study of the typical merchandising problema. An analym
and discussion of the principle• involved. Two credit

hours.

(
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
1. Physica.l Education.

Required of Freshmen. No credit hours.
2. Physica.l Education.
Required of Freshm en . No credit hours.
Courses 1 and 2 include lectures and practical work de·
sign~d to inculcate skills in sports, gymnastics, and calil'
themes.

(

•Not o!ered In 1940·1941.
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DEGREES CONFERRED
June 2, 1939
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
-on-

(A.B.)

CHARLES HERBERT BRJTTAN
ROBERT VINCENT CARROLL
PHIL JAMES CURTIS
GLEN ARTHUR KuLP

(cum laude)

JoHN ViNCENT MARSHALL
LYNN EDwARD MoTE
GEoRCE JosEPH MARTIN REINERT

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SciENCE (B.S.)
-onJosEPH GoDWIN·AusTEN
RoBERT Doucus GRAY

(cum laude)

FRANCIS ALBIN JACOBS
LEo EDwARD KIMMETT
LOUIS WiLLIAM PORTER
JoHN ADRIAN Umc~:, JR.

THE DEGREE oF BAcHELOR OF SciENCE IN CoMMERCE
(B.S. Comm.)
-onDoNOVAN LEo DoNALD
STANLEY MARK HALL, JR.
GILBERT BERNARD HESSE
JoHN ANTHONY HICKEY
JosEPH RicHARD MciNERNEY
ALVIN LEo RoBERTS
MICHAEL JosEPH SUNDERLAND
MuRRAY BART SWEENEY
DUDLEY FRANCIS TAYLOR
THoMAs RAYMoND YoUNc, JR.

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF PHU.OSOPHY
-onPAUL JosEPH CELLA
PAUL HABERER HALLETT

(Magna

ALBERT MATTHEW VALENCICH
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cum

(Ph. B.)

laude)

(

I
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JESUIT EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
REV. EDWARD B. ROONEY, S.J., National Seaetary
.5.5 East 84th Street, New Yorlc, N.Y.

AMERICAN JESUIT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Alabama ...................................... Spring Hill College, Spring Hill
California......................................Loyola University, Los Angeles
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara
Univ. of San Francisco, San Francisco
Colorado..................................... Regis College, Denver
District of Columbia ................ Georgetown University, Washington
Illinois .......................................... Loyola University, Chicago
Louisiana ............................. -....... Loyola University, New Orleans
Maryland ................................... Loyola College, Baltimore
Massachusetts

........................... Boston College, Boston
Holy Cross College, Worcester

Michigan ................................... University of Detroit, Detroit
Missouri ......................................Rockhurst College, Kansas City
Saint Louis University, St. Louis
Nebraska ................................. The Creighton University, Omaha
New Jersey ................................. St. Peter's College, Jersey City
New York ............................ .....Canisius College, Buffalo
Fordham University, Fordham, N. Y.
Ohio ............................................ John Carroll University, Cleveland
The Xavier University, Cincinnati
Pennsylvania ............................. St. Joseph's College, Philadelphia
Washington .......................... .... Gon:r.aga University, Spokane
Seattle College, Seattle
Wisconsin ..................................... Marquette University, Milwaukee
(Seminaries and High Schools are not included in this list)
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